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AGENDA 

PART 1 (IN PUBLIC)  

1.   MEMBERSHIP  

 To report any changes to the membership. 
 

 

2.   DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST  

 To receive declarations by Members and Officers of the existence 
and nature of any pecuniary interests or any other significant 
interest in matters on this agenda. 
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1.   W HOTEL LEICESTER SQUARE, 10 WARDOUR STREET,  
W10 6QF 
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St 
James’s 
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W Hotel Leicester 
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W10 6QF 

Full Review of 
the Premises 
Licence 

22/06957/LIREVX 

*Cumulative Impact Area 
 

 

 

 
 
Stuart Love 
Chief Executive 
4 August 2022 
 



 
 

 

In considering applications for Premises Licences under the Licensing Act 2003, the Sub 
Committee is advised of the following: 

Policy Considerations 

The Licensing Sub-Committee is required to have regard to the City of Westminster 
statement of Licensing Policy, effective from January 2021. 

Guidance Considerations 

The Licensing Sub-Committee is required to have regard to any guidance issued by the 
Secretary of State under Section 182 the Licensing Act 2003.  The most recent version 
was published in April 2018. 

Core hours When Customers Are Permitted to Be on The Premises  

Core hours, as set out in the Council’s Statement of Licensing Policy 2021, are when 
customers are permitted to be on the Premises. The maximum opening hours permitted 
will not exceed the start time and terminal hour for each of the days where licensable 
activity is permitted.  

Note: The core hours are for all licensable activities but if an application includes Late 
Night Refreshment, then the starting time for that licensable activity will be 11.00 pm. 

1. Casinos  

Up to 24 hours a day whilst Casino Gaming is permitted by a Premises Licence under 
the Gambling Act 2005.  

2. Cinemas, Cultural Venues and Live Sporting Premises 

Monday to Sunday:  09:00 hours to 24:00 hours 

3. Hotels 

Monday to Thursday:  09:00 hours to 23:30 hours 
Friday and Saturday:  09:00 hours to 24:00 hours  
Sunday:  09:00 hours to 22:30 hours 
Sundays Immediately Prior To A Bank Holiday: 09:00 hours to 24:00 hours 
Sale of alcohol to guests for 
consumption in hotel/guest rooms only: Anytime up to 24 hours 

4. Off licences 

Monday to Saturday:  08:00 hours to 23:00 hours 
Sunday:  09:00 hours to 22:30 hours 

5. Outdoor Spaces 

Monday to Thursday:  09:00 hours to 23:30 hours 
Friday and Saturday:  09:00 hours to 24:00 hours 
Sunday:  09:00 hours to 22:30 hours 
Sundays Immediately Prior To A Bank Holiday: 09:00 hours to 24:00 hours 

6. Pubs and bars, Fast Food and Music and Dance venues  

Monday to Thursday:  10:00 hours to 23:30 hours 
Friday and Saturday: 10:00 hours to 24:00 hours 
Sunday:  12:00 hours to 22:30 hours 



 
 

 

Sundays Immediately Prior To A Bank Holiday: 12:00 hours to 24:00 hours 

7. Qualifying Clubs  

Monday to Thursday:  09:00 hours to 24:00 hours 
Friday and Saturday:  09:00 hours to 24:00 hours 
Sunday:  09:00 hours to 22:30 hours 
Sundays Immediately Prior To A Bank Holiday: 09:00 hours to 24:00 hours 

8. Restaurants 

Monday to Thursday:  09:00 hours to 23:30 hours 
Friday and Saturday:  09:00 hours to 24:00 hours 
Sunday:  09:00 hours to 22:30 hours 
Sundays Immediately Prior To A Bank Holiday: 09:00 hours to 24:00 hours 

9. Sexual Entertainment Venues and Sex Cinemas 

Monday to Thursday:  09:00 hours to 23:30 hours 
Friday and Saturday:  09:00 hours to 24:00 hours 
Sunday:  09:00 hours to 22:30 hours 
Sundays Immediately Prior To A Bank Holiday:  09:00 hours to 24:00 hours 

 



 
       

 
 
 

22/06957/LIREVX  Licensing Sub-Committee Report 

   
  Date:  11 August 2022  

   
Subject:  Full review of the premises licence for: 

 
W Hotel Leicester Square, 10 Wardour Street, London, W1D 

6QF 

Licence Holder: 

W Leicester Square 
Limited 

 Ward: 

St James’s 

Cumulative Impact Area:  

West End 

 
Summary 
 
An application was made by the Metropolitan Police Service at on 18 July 2022 to review the 

premises licence for W Hotel Leicester Square, 10 Wardour Street, London, W1D 6QF under 

the Section 53A(1) of the Licensing Act 2003 (premises associated with serious crime or 

serious disorder or both). 

 
A Licensing Sub-Committee was convened on the 20 July 2022 to consider whether it was 
necessary to take interim steps pending the determination of the Review applied for. The 
Sub-Committee decided to take the following steps: 

 

To attach the additional conditions to the premises licence:  
 

1. The sale of alcohol shall be restricted to hotel residents and up to 4 bona fide guests 
of each resident.  
 

2. Remove Dario Mazzoli as the DPS  

 
A copy of the Interim Steps Decision can be found at Appendix 5. 

 
A representation has also been received from the Licensing Authority in support of the 
review. 

 
The representations can be seen at Appendix 6 of the report. 
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Agenda Item 1.



 
The Licensing Sub-Committee is now required to:- 
 
(1) review the Interim Steps taken on 20 July 2022 and consider whether it is appropriate for 

the promotion of the licensing objectives for the steps to remain in place, or whether they 
should be modified or withdrawn; and 
 

(2)  to determine the full review of the premises licence pursuant to Section 53C of the 
Licensing Act 2003. 

 

 
1. Summary of review application 
 
1.1   On Sunday 10th July 2022 at approximately 22:30 the Metropolitan Police 

responded to a call to the premises and on arrival were confronted with a large 
scale fight involving upwards of 30 people. The individuals had been using belts 
and bottles as weapons and due to the severity of the violence and after coming 
under sustained attack, the initial officers had to make a tactical withdrawal and 
await further resources to deal with the disorder.  

 
1.2 The number of injuries to a grievous bodily harm, level requiring hospitalization 

was significant and this is an active investigation with multiple suspects still 
outstanding. 

 
1.3 The Police issued a summary review under Section 53 of the Licensing Act 2003. 
 
2. Interim Steps 
 
2.1 Under the provisions of section 53A(2)(a) of the Act the Licensing Sub Committee 

must within 48 hours of receiving the summary review application consider 
whether it is necessary to take interim steps pending the determination of a full 
review of the premises licence. 

 
2.2 A copy of the Interim Steps Decision can be found at Appendix 5. 
 
3. Submissions from Premise Licence Holder 
 
3.1 The premises licence holder has submitted a bundle of supporting evidence 

which appears at Appendix 4 
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4.  Response to Consultation  
 
4.1  Since the review application has been advertised the Licensing Service has 

received a representation from the Licensing Authority dated 28 July 2022 in 
support of the review.  A copy of the representation can be seen at Appendix 6. 

 
5.  Legal Implications and Options for the full review 
 
5.1  The review of the licence is a two stage process. Firstly, The Licensing Sub-

Committee is required to review the interim Steps taken on 10 July 2022 and 
consider whether it is appropriate for the promotion of the licensing objectives for 
the steps to remain in place, or whether they should be modified or withdrawn. If 
the Licensing Sub-Committee concludes that some or all of the interim steps 
should remain in place then, it must decide whether it should have immediate 
effect. 

 
5.2 Secondly, the Licensing Sub-Committee must, having regard to the application 

and the representations received, take such steps (if any), as it considers 
appropriate and proportionate for the promotion of the licensing objectives. 

 
 The steps are: 

(a) to modify the conditions of the premises licence; 
(b) to exclude the sale by retail of alcohol from the scope of the licence; 
(c) to remove the designated premises supervisor; 
(d) to suspend the licence for up to a period of three months; 
(e) to revoke the licence. 

 
6.  Equality Implications  
 
6.1 The Council in its capacity as Licensing Authority has a duty to have regard to its 

public sector equality duty under section 149 of the Equality Act 2010. In 
summary, section 149 provides that a Public Authority must, in the exercise of its 
functions, have due regard to the need to:  
 

(a) eliminate discrimination harassment, victimisation and any other 
conduct that is prohibited by or under this Act;  
(b) advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a 
relevant protected characteristic and persons who do not share it; and  
(c) foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected 
characteristics and persons who do not share it.  

 
6.2 Section 149 (7) of the Equality Act 2010 defines the relevant protected 

characteristics as age, disability, gender reassignment, marriage and civil 
partnership, pregnancy and maternity, race, religion or belief, sex, and sexual 
orientation.    
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7. Appendices 
 

7.1 Appendix 1 – Premises Licence 
Appendix 2 – Review Application Form 
Appendix 3 – Applicant Supporting evidence 
Appendix 4 – Premises Licence Holder supporting evidence 
Appendix 5 – Interim Steps Decision 
Appendix 6 – Representations 
Appendix 7 – Premises History 

 
If you have any queries about this report or wish to inspect one of the background 
papers please contact Kevin Jackaman on 020 7641 6500, or email 
kjackaman@westminster.gov.uk. 
 
Background Papers 
 

• Licensing Act 2003 

• Violent Crime Reduction Act 2006 

• The Licensing Act 2003 (Summary Review of Premises Licences) Regulations 2007 

• Guidance issued under section 182 of the Licensing Act 2003 (March 2015) 

• Department for Culture Media and Sport, Licensing Act 2003 – Expedited/Summary Licence 
Reviews Guidance (October 2007) 
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Applicant Supporting Evidence         Appendix 3 
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PRINTED AT 08:00 11:JUL:22  F Hooper                    253038 
  
SINGLE INCIDENT PRINTOUT                                               
PAGE  1 
  
INCIDENT No. 8070:10JUL22 
  
INCIDENT No. 8070 entered at 22:29 on 10JUL22 by CHS/CHS in CCC/IR 
  
INCIDENT WAS ENTERED "EXTERNALLY" 
  
Rec By   : y) 
Call Tel :  
Call Name: r 
Call Type:T (Third Party) 
Call Mail: 
Cntct Tel: 
Att Locn :(2326AW)10 WARDOUR STREET, W1D 6QF:w london hotel 
    Map  :Page 141, Grid Reference 529751,180752 
    GPA  :CL Division: [AWS:CNW] 
Inc Locn :10 WARDOUR STREET, W1D 6QF:w london hotel 
    Map  :Page 141, Grid Reference 529751,180752 
    GPA  :CL Division: [AWS:CNW] 
Call Locn:10 WARDOUR STREET, W1D 6QF:w london hotel 
     Map :Page 141, Grid Reference 529751,180752 
     GPA :CL Division: [AWS:CNW] 
Opening 1:001 (Violence Against The Person) 
        2:404 (Urgent Assistance) 
Open Text: 
Urgency  :I (Immediate) 
Major    : 
VRMs     : 
Proposal :(CCC  at 22:43/10JUL22): 
          TJ3S TJ300D TJ3N TJ400A TJ400E U423 U424 U425 U433 U452 U523 
Assigned : 
DeAssign : 
TOA      :22:32:45/10JUL22 
DO Name  : 
DO Tel   : 
CRIME REF:6539925/22 
Class 1  :001 (Violence Against The Person) 
Qual  1  :701 (Assistance Requested / Rendered) 
Res   1  :710 (Crime Entry/Updated) 
      2  :700 (Detain / Detained) 
Clo Text : 
O Dealing:2326AW 
Metops   : 
CHS Demid:20220710034738 
  
Linked   :explicitly to  8120:10JUL22  8139:10JUL22  8147:10JUL22  
8150:10JUL22 
  
                                                                   
CONTINUED ... 
  
     SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT 
      NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE.             
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     SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT 
      NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE.             
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PRINTED AT 08:00 11:JUL:22  F Hooper                    253038 
  
SINGLE INCIDENT PRINTOUT                                               
PAGE  3 
  
INCIDENT No.  8070:10JUL22 
  
Time     Date    Opid   Termid 
-------- ------- ------ -------- 
22:44:53 10JUL22 086854 L2937    #11 
         ^SI - NOTED - AWAITS UPDATES ON LEVEL OF REPORT FOR ASSAULT ON 
OFFICER 
         - IF RECORDED AS ABH OR ABOVE BY A SUPERVISOR THEN THIS WILL 
HAVE TO 
         BE RECORDED ON THE CAD. 
22:44:54 10JUL22 741112 H2727    #12 
         ^2326AW - 3-4 INJURED PARTIES, BLEEDING FROM HEAD AND FACE WITH 
CUTS 
         TO HEAD 
22:46:23 10JUL22 741112 H2727    #13 
         ^3380AW - WILL GET UPDATE ON INJURED OFFICERS 
22:47:33 10JUL22 705009 H2725    #14 
         LAS^MPS 
         Organisation:LONDON AMBULANCE SERVICE            
Assistance:AMBULANCE 
         Location:                                      
Mapref:141/529751,180752 
         10 WARDOUR STREET, W1D 6QF:w london hotel 
         Location Sent As: 
         10 WARDOUR STREET ,W1D 6QF ":w london hotel" 
         MPS Contact :AWS 
         Number      :SEE FILE 
         Caller: r 
         Number:  
         Unit: A Y/N) On Scene:Y (Y/N) Attending:Y (Y/N/U) ETA:   
Mins 
         Casualty 1    Chief Complaint:FIGHT 3-4 PEOPLE INJURED 
         Approx Age:  20  :Y (Y)ears (M)onths (W)eeks (D)ays       Sex:M 
(M/F/U) 
           Severe Bleeding:N (Y/N/U)   Conscious:Y (Y/N/U)   Breathing:Y 
(Y/N/U) 
           Chest Pain:U (Y/N/U)     Shot/Stabbed:N (Y/N/U)  (Y)es (N)o 
(U)nknown 
         Casualty 2    Chief Complaint:FIGHT 3-4 PEOPELE HURT 
         Approx Age:  20  :Y (Y)ears (M)onths (W)eeks (D)ays       Sex:M 
(M/F/U) 
           Severe Bleeding:N (Y/N/U)   Conscious:Y (Y/N/U)   Breathing:Y 
(Y/N/U) 
           Chest Pain:U (Y/N/U)     Shot/Stabbed:N (Y/N/U)  (Y)es (N)o 
(U)nknown 
         Remarks     : 
         PATIENT CONTACT NUMBER:--                   PR RADIO NUMBER:-- 
         WEDDING BROKE INTO A FIGHT POLICE ON SCENE 3-4 PEOPLE NEEDE LAS 
NOT SUR 
         E FULL INJURIES 
22:47:34 10JUL22 LAS             #15 
         MPS^LAS   MESSAGE PROCESSED SUCCESSFULLY - REF:LAS/6185/10072022 
22:50:08 10JUL22 705009 H2725    #16 
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         LAS^MPS 
         Organisation:LONDON AMBULANCE SERVICE 
         Action      :INFORMATION 
         UNIT: ASSIGNED:Y (Y/N) ON SCENE:Y (Y/N) ATTENDING:Y (Y/N/U) ETA:   
MINS 
         REMARKS     : 
  
                                                                   
CONTINUED ... 
  
     SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT 
      NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE.             
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PRINTED AT 08:00 11:JUL:22  F Hooper                    253038 
  
SINGLE INCIDENT PRINTOUT                                               
PAGE  4 
  
INCIDENT No.  8070:10JUL22 
  
Time     Date    Opid   Termid 
-------- ------- ------ -------- 
         2 MALES HEAD INJURIES GLASS BOTTLES OVER THE HEAD 
22:50:25 10JUL22 705009 H2725    #17 
         LAS^MPS 
         Organisation:LONDON AMBULANCE SERVICE 
         Action      :INFORMATION 
         UNIT: ASSIGNED:Y (Y/N) ON SCENE:Y (Y/N) ATTENDING:Y (Y/N/U) ETA:   
MINS 
         REMARKS     : 
         ANY ETA PLEASE 
22:51:23 10JUL22 LAS             #18 
         MPS^LAS                   Reference:    LAS/6185/10072022 
         Organisation:LAS 
         Action      :POLICE 
         REMARKS     : 
         : POLICE requested for OTHER - FULL DETAILS BELOW  ,NO ETA AT 
PRESENT 
         DELYAS IN EXCESS OF 4 HOURS WILL ASSIGN WHEN ABLE TO 
22:53:25 10JUL22 741112 H2727    #19 
         ^BRZ WEST END - AW2N ON SCENE, I AM LETTING THEM TAKE THE LEAD 
22:55:18 10JUL22 741112 H2727    #20 
         ^3208AW - LAS FOR 2 M BOTH HEAD INJURIES C&B 
22:56:11 10JUL22 741112 H2727    #21 
         ^1758AW - 5 VICTS - 4XABH AND 1X GBH LEVEL INJURIES 
22:56:38 10JUL22 741112 H2727    #22 
         LAS^MPS 
         Organisation:LONDON AMBULANCE SERVICE 
         Action      :INFORMATION 
         UNIT: ASSIGNED:Y (Y/N) ON SCENE:Y (Y/N) ATTENDING:Y (Y/N/U) ETA:   
MINS 
         REMARKS     : 
         5 VICTIMS AT LOCN ALL WITH SIGNIFICANT HEAD INJURIES 
22:57:28 10JUL22 741112 H2727    #23 
         ^BRNZ WEST END - CURRENTLY WE ARE NOT SHUTTING DOWN THE VENUE, 
NOT 
         PUTTING IN SECTION 35 
22:57:44 10JUL22 LAS             #24 
         MPS^LAS                   Reference:    LAS/6185/10072022 
         Organisation:LAS 
         Action      :POLICE 
         REMARKS     : 
         : POLICE requested for OTHER - FULL DETAILS BELOW  ,ALL NOTED WE 
HAVE 
         SEVERE DELAYS STILL 
23:00:45 10JUL22 741112 H2727    #25 
         LAS^MPS 
         Organisation:LONDON AMBULANCE SERVICE 
  
                                                                   
CONTINUED ... 
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     SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT 
      NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE.             
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PRINTED AT 08:00 11:JUL:22  F Hooper                    253038 
  
SINGLE INCIDENT PRINTOUT                                               
PAGE  5 
  
INCIDENT No.  8070:10JUL22 
  
Time     Date    Opid   Termid 
-------- ------- ------ -------- 
         Action      :INFORMATION 
         UNIT: ASSIGNED:Y (Y/N) ON SCENE:Y (Y/N) ATTENDING:Y (Y/N/U) ETA:   
MINS 
         REMARKS     : 
         IS THERE ANY MEDIC ON DUTY THAT MAYBE ABLE TO ASSIST? 
23:01:23 10JUL22 LAS             #26 
         MPS^LAS                   Reference:    LAS/6185/10072022 
         Organisation:LAS 
         Action      :POLICE 
         REMARKS     : 
         : POLICE requested for OTHER - FULL DETAILS BELOW  ,NO I HAVE 
NOTHING 
         THAT IS WHY WE HAVE 5 HOUR WAITS. 
23:03:19 10JUL22 254921 AW943    #27 
         ^AW OPS - LEVEL OF INJURIES WHEN POSSIBLE PLEASE. THE OFFICER 
PUNCHED 
         NEEDS TO BE CHECKED ON. 
23:05:39 10JUL22 741112 H2727    #28 
         ^3461AW - I WAS BOTTLED ON BACK OF HEAD AND ARM, WILL BE ABH 
LEVEL 
         INJURIES 
23:05:50 10JUL22 741112 H2727    #29 
         SI^AWS - ABH LEVEL INURIES, OFFICER BOTTLED 
23:08:22 10JUL22 254921 AW943    #30 
         ^AW OPS - THIS IS TO BE BROUGHT TO THE ATTENTION OF PS DOMINIC 
         CORCORAN. 
23:10:21 10JUL22 083096 H2728    #31 
         ^2989AW....1 SPACE FOR AFFRAY,. MALE C/C - P261087 - 
23:11:12 10JUL22 254921 AW943    #32 
         PS CORCORAN S/N IS 213AW 
23:13:21 10JUL22 083096 H2728    #33 
         ^AW2N...ANOTHER VAN PLS. 
23:13:36 10JUL22 083096 H2728    #34 
         ^3263AW...--->MINI BUS TO LOCN. 
23:15:35 10JUL22 083096 H2728    #35 
         ^1758AW....ANOTHER SPACE PLS., 
23:16:48 10JUL22 083096 H2728    #36 
         ^2989AW....BELIVE SECOND ARREST FOR AFFRAY,ALSO 
23:17:22 10JUL22 741112 H2727    #37 
         ^2993AW - CELL SPACE A M C&C AFFRAY P256180 
23:18:03 10JUL22 083096 H2728    #38 
         ^664AW...CONVEYING ONE PRISONER --->FH 
23:18:38 10JUL22 083096 H2728    #39 
         ^2166AW...WILL USE PIXIE VAN FOR ADDITIONAL 2 SPACES.. 
23:20:31 10JUL22 101862 H2657    #40 
  
                                                                   
CONTINUED ... 
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     SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT 
      NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE.             
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PRINTED AT 08:00 11:JUL:22  F Hooper                    253038 
  
SINGLE INCIDENT PRINTOUT                                               
PAGE  6 
  
INCIDENT No.  8070:10JUL22 
  
Time     Date    Opid   Termid 
-------- ------- ------ -------- 
         ^AWSC - CELLS 1VP, 2 & 3 - ALL AT FH 
23:26:54 10JUL22 083096 H2728    #41 
         ^OPS...WILL GIVE CID A CALL NOW. 
23:31:05 10JUL22 254921 AW943    #42 
         ^OPS - DC MCLOUGHLIN 
23:31:17 10JUL22 254921 AW943    #43 
         ^OPS SGT - ABOVE DC IS AWARE OF THIS. 
23:32:26 10JUL22 741112 H2727    #44 
         ^BRNZ WEST INSP - I REQUEST CID TO ATTEND THE LOCN SO A DECISION 
CAN 
         BE MADE ON SCENE... DS TO CONTACT ME 
23:32:35 10JUL22 741112 H2727    #45 
         ^OPS - CID AWARE AND HAVE BEEN ASKED TO ATTEND 
23:35:17 10JUL22 233216          #46 
         ENTERED BY: CAD ) AT: 2022-07-10 23:35:17 
         DS Lee NUNES -  
23:35:54 10JUL22 741112 7 
         ^AWS - NO REPLY BRNZ WEST INSP ON PR X2 
23:44:10 10JUL22 083096 H2728    #48 
         ^2866AW..MALE HAS BEEN FURTHER ARRESTED FOR COMMON ASSAULT, 
23:46:03 10JUL22 083096 H2728    #49 
         ^AWS..2326AW --->SPLIT # WITH CID 
00:05:08 11JUL22 233890 H2726    #50 
         ^3022AW - AT HOSPITAL.  WITH DOOR STAFF.  6 DOOR STAFF HERE.  I 
AM 
         CONTINUITY OFFICER. ST THOMAS HOSPITAL 
00:08:07 11JUL22 233890 H2726    #51 
         ^AWS - HOSPITAL CONT CAD SETUP.  27.  3022AW IS CURRENTLY 
CONTINUITY 
         OFFICER 
00:15:05 11JUL22 233216          #52 
         ENTERED BY: CADL (p233216 ) AT: 2022-07-11 00:15:05 
         ND CID UPDATE 
         I have spoken with the supervisor on scene who has briefed me on 
the 
         incident. 
         Injuries to the victims at this stage are ABH/GBH level and an 
Op 
         Hampshire assault against an officer who was bottled. 
         There are currently two scenes in place at the hotel. The hotel 
have 
         started cleaning one of the scenes inside the hotel and the 
second 
         scene is a lift where there is blood. Pava was deployed by 
officers 
         inside this lift and bottles have been thrown at them. It is 
believed 
         this blood belongs to the suspects who were PAVA'd and have now 
been 
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         arrested. 
         There is a vast amount of CCTV at the hotel which covers the 
incident 
  
                                                                   
CONTINUED ... 
  
     SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT 
      NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE.             
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PRINTED AT 08:00 11:JUL:22  F Hooper                    253038 
  
SINGLE INCIDENT PRINTOUT                                               
PAGE  7 
  
INCIDENT No.  8070:10JUL22 
  
Time     Date    Opid   Termid 
-------- ------- ------ -------- 
         and this will be crucial to the investigation. 
         Given the nature of the incident, large number of people present 
and 
         the fact attempts have been made to clean one of the scenes I 
see no 
         forensic value in maintaining a scene for forensic examination. 
         I have therefore instructed the supervising officer to close the 
scene 
         and retrieve the CCTV as this will provide a clear picture of 
the 
         involvement of those arrested. 
         Based on the information made available to me I have said that 
this 
         investigation will be for CID to progress in the morning. There 
is 
         large scale disorder at a hotel which resulted in officers 
having to 
         withdraw. On doing so the officers have been pelted with glass 
bottles 
         - One of whom received an injury. 
         Once all available evidence has been recovered and we have a 
clearer 
         understanding of what has taken place and who was involved; this 
         decision may be reviewed. 
01:14:47 11JUL22 260589          #53 
         ENTERED BY: CADL (p260589 ) AT: 2022-07-11 01:14:47 
         Crime scenes handed back at 00:03 As per CID instruction. 
         Officers have attended St Thomas with 3022AW, 2369AW. 
         Op Hampshire being completed and injured officer will be 
attending 
         hospital to check out injuries. 
01:23:54 11JUL22 741112 H2727    #54 
         ^2326AW BH - 6539925/22 
02:26:06 11JUL22     #55 
         ^CCCSI.. OIC OF THIS INCIDENT...AS THIS IS REQUIRED 
FOR THE 
         COMMISSONERS DCB ASAP...PLEASE CONFIRM 
02:27:10 11JUL22 741112 H2727    #56 
         ^2326AW - CID WILL BE THE OIC FOR THIS 
02:29:37 11JUL22 741112 H2727    #57 
         ^AWS - NO REPLY CID 
02:33:13 11JUL22 741112 H2727    #58 
         SI^AWS - SPOKEN WITH CID DS LEE NUNES, HE IS WILL CURRENTLY BE 
DOWN AS 
         TO OIC, HOWEVER THIS WILL BE FOR CID TO PROGRESS... DS NUNES HAS 
         ADVISED TO PUT HIS NAME FOR NOW 
  
Previous Actions: 
Time     Date    Opid   Termid   ACTION 
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-------- ------- ------ -------- ------ 
22:31:30 10JUL22 CHS    CCC:CCH  O() 001:VIOLENCE AGAINST THE PERSON 
  "         "      "       "     PI 
22:31:35    "    741112 DIV:AWS  AK 
  
                                                                   
CONTINUED ... 
  
     SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT 
      NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE.             
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PRINTED AT 08:00 11:JUL:22  F Hooper                    253038 
  
SINGLE INCIDENT PRINTOUT                                               
PAGE  8 
  
INCIDENT No. 8070:10JUL22 
  
Time     Date    Opid   Termid   ACTION 
-------- ------- ------ -------- ------ 
22:32:03 10JUL22   "    DIV:AWS  AV/3380AW 3461AW 
22:32:20    "    CHS    CCC:CCH  PI 
22:32:45    "    741112 DIV:AWS  AV/2326AW 
  "         "      "       "     TOA/2326AW 3461AW 
22:32:46    "      "       "     AK 
  "         "      "       "     AK 
22:32:47    "      "       "     AK 
22:36:28    "      "       "     AV/3208AW 
  "         "      "       "     TOA/3380AW 3208AW 
22:37:49    "      "       "     AV/AW31N 
22:37:55    "      "       "     AV/TJ400B 
22:37:57    "    088149    "     O(001) 001:VIOLENCE AGAINST THE 
PERSON,404: 
                                 URGENT ASSISTANCE 
22:38:18    "    741112    "     AV/1889AW 
22:39:42    "      "       "     TOA/AW31N 
22:42:58    "      "       "     AV/AW34N 
  "         "      "       "     AV/AW33N 
  "         "      "       "     TOA/AW34N AW33N 
22:43:46    "      "       "     SI 
22:43:47    "      "       "     AK 
22:44:08    "    723246 CCC:IR   LG/(AUTOCM) 
22:44:12    "    086854    "     TI/CCCLOG 
22:44:16    "      "       "     TI/CCCCI 
  "         "    723246    "     TI/CCCSI 
22:44:24    "    086854    "     XT/CCCLOG 
22:44:26    "      "       "     XT/CCCCI 
  "         "    723246    "     PI/(AUTOCM) 
22:44:54    "    086854    "     PI/(AUTOCM) 
22:45:23    "    741112 DIV:AWS  PI/AWN 
  "         "      "       "     AK 
22:45:27    "    705009 DIV:AWN  AK 
22:46:00    "    238597 CCC:CADL VI/p238597 
22:47:33    "    705009 DIV:AWN  EXP/LAS 
  "         "      "       "     AK 
  "         "      "       "     AK 
22:47:34    "      "       "     AK 
  "         "      "       "     AK 
  "         "    LAS    CCC:LAS  AK 
22:47:43    "    741112 DIV:AWS  AK 
22:50:08    "    705009 DIV:AWN  EXP/LAS/INFO 
  "         "    LAS    CCC:LAS  AK 
  
                                                                   
CONTINUED ... 
  
     SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT 
      NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE.             
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PRINTED AT 08:00 11:JUL:22  F Hooper                    253038 
  
SINGLE INCIDENT PRINTOUT                                               
PAGE  9 
  
INCIDENT No. 8070:10JUL22 
  
Time     Date    Opid   Termid   ACTION 
-------- ------- ------ -------- ------ 
22:50:09 10JUL22 705009 DIV:AWN  AK 
  "         "      "       "     AK 
  "         "      "       "     AK 
  "         "      "       "     AK 
  "         "      "       "     AK 
22:50:10    "    741112 DIV:AWS  AK 
22:50:25    "    705009 DIV:AWN  EXP/LAS/INFO 
22:50:26    "    LAS    CCC:LAS  AK 
  "         "    705009 DIV:AWN  AK 
  "         "      "       "     AK 
  "         "      "       "     AK 
22:50:27    "      "       "     AK 
  "         "      "       "     AK 
22:51:23    "    LAS    CCC:LAS  CP 
  "         "      "       "     IMP/INFO 
22:51:46    "    741112 DIV:AWS  AK 
22:52:43    "    238597 CCC:CADL VI/p238597 
22:53:13    "    741112 DIV:AWS  AV/AW2N 
22:56:38    "      "       "     EXP/LAS/INFO 
22:56:39    "    LAS    CCC:LAS  AK 
  "         "    741112 DIV:AWS  AK 
  "         "      "       "     AK 
  "         "      "       "     AK 
  "         "      "       "     AK 
  "         "      "       "     AK 
  "         "      "       "     AK 
22:57:44    "    LAS    CCC:LAS  IMP/INFO 
22:59:34    "    741112 DIV:AWS  AK 
23:00:45    "      "       "     EXP/LAS/INFO 
  "         "    LAS    CCC:LAS  AK 
23:00:46    "    741112 DIV:AWS  AK 
  "         "      "       "     AK 
  "         "      "       "     AK 
23:01:23    "    LAS    CCC:LAS  IMP/INFO 
23:01:40    "    741112 DIV:AWS  AK 
23:03:21    "    254921    "     PI/AWS 
23:03:24    "    741112    "     AK 
23:06:25    "      "       "     TI/CCCHENDO 
23:08:49    "    238597 CCC:CADL VI/p238597 
23:09:07    "    245010    "     VI/p245010 
23:15:12    "    250021    "     VI/p250021 
  
                                                                   
CONTINUED ... 
  
     SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT 
      NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE.             
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PRINTED AT 08:00 11:JUL:22  F Hooper                    253038 
  
SINGLE INCIDENT PRINTOUT                                               
PAGE 10 
  
INCIDENT No. 8070:10JUL22 
  
Time     Date    Opid   Termid   ACTION 
-------- ------- ------ -------- ------ 
23:15:51 10JUL22   "    CCC:CADL VI/p250021 
23:15:58    "      "       "     VI/p250021 
23:17:47    "    083096 DIV:AWS  AV/AW32N 
23:19:13    "    238597 CCC:CADL VI/p238597 
23:20:58    "    257914    "     VI/p257914 
23:21:20    "    250021    "     VI/p250021 
23:21:25    "    238597    "     VI/p238597 
23:25:39    "    245010    "     VI/p245010 
23:31:21    "    254921 DIV:AWS  PI/AWS 
23:31:56    "    083096    "     AK 
  "         "      "       "     AK 
  "         "      "       "     AK 
23:33:09    "    233216 CCC:CADL VI/p233216 
23:34:16    "    245010    "     VI/p245010 
23:35:17    "    233216    "     PI 
23:35:19    "      "       "     VI/p233216 
23:35:22    "    741112 DIV:AWS  AK 
23:37:36    "    233216 CCC:CADL VI/p233216 
23:40:03    "    250021    "     VI/p250021 
23:41:26    "    238597    "     VI/p238597 
23:41:38    "      "       "     VI/p238597 
23:41:47    "    233216    "     VI/p233216 
23:42:30    "      "       "     VI/p233216 
23:45:25    "    250021    "     VI/p250021 
23:45:33    "    741112 DIV:AWS  AV/213AW 
23:52:02    "    237135 CCC:CADL VI/p237135 
23:55:41    "    250021    "     VI/p250021 
23:55:58    "    263028    "     VI/p263028 
00:03:58 11JUL22 724520    "     VI/c724520 
00:15:05    "    233216    "     PI 
00:15:06    "      "       "     VI/p233216 
00:15:08    "      "       "     VI/p233216 
00:15:22    "    083096 DIV:AWS  AK 
00:15:51    "    723246 CCC:IR   TI/CCCLOG 
00:15:53    "      "       "     TI/CCCCI 
00:15:55    "      "       "     XT/CCCSI 
00:18:38    "    741264 CCC:CADL VI/c741264 
00:20:47    "      "       "     VI/c741264 
00:25:26    "      "       "     VI/c741264 
00:28:38    "    207053 CCC:IR   XT/CCCCI 
00:30:23    "    741112 DIV:AWS  DA/AW33N AW31N 
  
                                                                   
CONTINUED ... 
  
     SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT 
      NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE.             
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PRINTED AT 08:00 11:JUL:22  F Hooper                    253038 
  
SINGLE INCIDENT PRINTOUT                                               
PAGE 11 
  
INCIDENT No. 8070:10JUL22 
  
Time     Date    Opid   Termid   ACTION 
-------- ------- ------ -------- ------ 
00:30:43 11JUL22   "    DIV:AWS  DA/AW32N 
00:30:49    "      "       "     DA/TJ400B 
00:33:12    "      "       "     DA/AW34N 
00:42:13    "    079043 CCC:IR   CP 
00:47:30    "    260054 CCC:CADL VI/p260054 
00:47:37    "    252747    "     VI/p252747 
00:47:46    "    260589    "     VI/p260589 
00:49:12    "    079043 CCC:IR   XT/CCCLOG 
00:49:26    "    257914 CCC:CADL VI/p257914 
00:50:29    "    252747    "     VI/p252747 
00:53:51    "    260589    "     VI/p260589 
00:56:51    "    705009 DIV:AWN  PS/CM 
00:57:08    "    260054 CCC:CADL VI/p260054 
00:57:09    "    724520    "     VI/c724520 
01:03:24    "    085256 DIV:AWN  CM 
01:10:41    "    261091 CCC:CADL VI/p261091 
01:14:47    "    260589    "     PI 
01:14:49    "      "       "     VI/p260589 
01:14:58    "    741112 DIV:AWS  AK 
01:15:35    "    260589 CCC:CADL VI/p260589 
01:15:36    "    208013    "     VI/p208013 
01:16:29    "    741112 DIV:AWS  AC() 
  "         "      "       "     AQ() 
  "         "      "       "     AR() 
01:17:28    "      "       "     OD() 
01:17:32    "      "       "     LOCA(10 WARDOUR STREET, W1D 6QF:w london 
ho 
                                 tel)(CL) 
01:23:21    "    260054 CCC:CADL VI/p260054 
01:24:07    "    741112 DIV:AWS  ACR/6539925/22 
01:28:47    "      "       "     DA/3380AW 3461AW 2326AW 3208AW 1889AW 
AW2N 
                                 213AW(CU) 
01:28:53    "      "       "     PS/CM 
01:38:01    "    088149    "     CM 
01:38:05    "      "       "     LOCA((2326AW) 10 WARDOUR STREET, W1D 
6QF:w 
                                 london hotel)(CL) 
01:39:24    "    206146 CCC:CADL VI/p206146 
01:59:36    "    717132 CCC:IR   XT/CCCHENDO 
02:05:27    "    208013 CCC:CADL VI/p208013 
02:05:29    "    257653    "     VI/p257653 
02:10:40    "    199274    "     VI/p199274 
02:21:49    "    257998    "     VI/p257998 
  
                                                                   
CONTINUED ... 
  
     SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT 
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      NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE.             
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PRINTED AT 08:00 11:JUL:22  F Hooper                    253038 
  
SINGLE INCIDENT PRINTOUT                                               
PAGE 12 
  
INCIDENT No. 8070:10JUL22 
  
Time     Date    Opid   Termid   ACTION 
-------- ------- ------ -------- ------ 
02:26:06 11JUL22 079043 CCC:IR   PI/(AUTOCM) 
02:26:09    "    741112 DIV:AWS  AK 
02:28:21    "    101862    "     R(710) 
02:28:27    "      "       "     LOCA(10 WARDOUR STREET, W1D 6QF:w london 
ho 
                                 tel)(CL) 
02:28:29    "      "       "     CM 
02:30:53    "    233216 CCC:CADL VI/p233216 
02:32:25    "    259939    "     VI/p259939 
02:33:14    "    741112 DIV:AWS  SI 
02:33:15    "      "       "     AK 
02:33:26    "      "       "     PS/CM 
02:33:27    "    723246 CCC:IR   LG/(AUTOCM) 
02:33:31    "    101862 DIV:AWS  CM 
02:33:36    "    723246 CCC:IR   MA/SEEN AND NOTED EO HARTILL PAN LON 
SUPV 
02:52:56    "    260589 CCC:CRIS VI/p260589 
03:29:48    "    259939 CCC:CADL VI/p259939 
03:52:54    "    257893    "     VI/p257893 
04:08:08    "    260696    "     VI/p260696 
04:08:09    "      "       "     VI/p260696 
04:08:11    "      "       "     VI/p260696 
04:08:12    "      "       "     VI/p260696 
04:08:14    "      "       "     VI/p260696 
04:26:35    "    233216    "     VI/p233216 
04:27:38    "    259939    "     VI/p259939 
04:37:51    "    257391    "     VI/p257391 
05:03:25    "    257914    "     VI/p257914 
05:22:46    "    261278    "     VI/p261278 
05:46:15    "    260054    "     VI/p260054 
05:46:41    "      "       "     VI/p260054 
06:16:12    "    261091    "     VI/p261091 
07:59:06    "    253038    "     VI/p253038 
08:00:46    "      "       "     IP//F Hooper/1/  
  
                                                            ... END OF 
PRINT ... 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
     SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT 
      NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE. 
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PRINTED AT 08:01 11:JUL:22  F Hooper                    253038 
  
SINGLE INCIDENT PRINTOUT                                               
PAGE  1 
  
INCIDENT No. 8120:10JUL22 
  
INCIDENT No. 8120 entered at 22:37 on 10JUL22 by EMER/APLS in CCC/IR 
  
INCIDENT IS "PRIORITY" 
INCIDENT WAS ENTERED "EXTERNALLY" 
  
Rec By   :O (Ordinary) 
Call Tel : 
Call Name:2326AW 
Call Type: 
Call Mail: 
Cntct Tel: 
Att Locn :; EMER ACTIVATED FOR 2326AW 
    Map  :Page 141, Grid Reference 530205,180677 
    GPA  :AW Division: [AWW:CNW] 
Inc Locn : 
    Map  : 
    GPA  : 
Call Locn: 
     Map : 
     GPA : 
Opening 1:404 (Urgent Assistance) 
Open Text:^APLS 
Urgency  :R (Referred) 
Major    : 
VRMs     : 
Proposal : 
Assigned : 
DeAssign : 
TOA      : 
DO Name  : 
DO Tel   : 
CRIME REF: 
Class 1  :506 (Duplicate) 
Qual  1  :701 (Assistance Requested / Rendered) 
Res   1  :720 (Linked) 
Clo Text :*SNL 8070 
O Dealing: 
Metops   : 
CHS Demid:20220710034841 
  
Linked   :explicitly to  8070:10JUL22 
Linked   :implicitly to  8139:10JUL22  8147:10JUL22  8150:10JUL22    
27:11JUL22 
                          576:11JUL22 
  
                                                                   
CONTINUED ... 
  
     SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT 
      NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE.             
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PRINTED AT 08:01 11:JUL:22  F Hooper                    253038 
  
SINGLE INCIDENT PRINTOUT                                               
PAGE  2 
  
INCIDENT No.  8120:10JUL22 
  
Gazetteer Comments : (May have existed or altered since Incident creation 
- 
                      Use MSS SMF:SPECARCHIVE) 
  
No Comments for this Location 
  
Remarks: 
Time     Date    Opid   Termid 
-------- ------- ------ -------- 
         10JUL22 EMER   APLS     (pre 1st routing) 
         APLS EMER       REFERENCE:338413:2326AW 
         ACTIVATED: 10JUL22  22:37:31 
         LAST GPS UPDATE AT: 10JUL22  22:29:22 
         Remarks     : 
22:38:00 10JUL22 741912 H2721    #2 
         AWC^AWW - BELIEVE THIS IS YOURS 
22:38:29 10JUL22 741912 H2721    #3 
         ^AWW - NO ANS OVER PR X2 
  
Previous Actions: 
Time     Date    Opid   Termid   ACTION 
-------- ------- ------ -------- ------ 
                                 SYSTEM(EXTERNAL) 
22:37:31 10JUL22 EMER   CCC:APLS O() 404:URGENT ASSISTANCE 
22:37:31    "      "       "     PI/AW 
22:37:39    "    741912 DIV:AWW  AK 
22:37:49    "      "       "     PI/AWC 
  "         "      "       "     AK 
22:38:24    "    724017 DIV:AWC  AK 
22:38:31    "    741912 DIV:AWW  PI/AWC 
22:38:32    "      "       "     AK 
22:38:35    "      "       "     PS/CM 
22:39:09    "    724017 DIV:AWC  PS/AWS 
22:39:10    "      "       "     AK 
22:39:25    "      "       "     LI/8070 
22:39:31    "      "       "     AC() 
  "         "      "       "     AQ() 
  "         "      "       "     AR() 
22:39:37    "      "       "     CTX() 
22:43:46    "    708694 DIV:AWW  GF(I)LINKED 
22:44:11    "      "       "     CTX(SNL 8070) 
22:44:20    "      "       "     CM 
23:07:41    "    088149 DIV:AWC  CM 
08:01:54 11JUL22 253038 CCC:CADL VI/p253038 
  
                                                                   
CONTINUED ... 
  
     SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT 
      NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE.             
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PRINTED AT 08:01 11:JUL:22  F Hooper                    253038 
  
SINGLE INCIDENT PRINTOUT                                               
PAGE  3 
  
INCIDENT No. 8120:10JUL22 
  
Time     Date    Opid   Termid   ACTION 
-------- ------- ------ -------- ------ 
08:01:58 11JUL22   "    CCC:CADL IP//F Hooper/1/  
  
                                                            ... END OF 
PRINT ... 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
     SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT 
      NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE. 
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22:51:10 10JUL22 CHS             #4 
  
                                                                   
CONTINUED ... 
  
     SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT 
      NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE.             
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PRINTED AT 08:02 11:JUL:22  F Hooper                    253038 
  
SINGLE INCIDENT PRINTOUT                                               
PAGE  1 
  
INCIDENT No. 8147:10JUL22 
  
INCIDENT No. 8147 entered at 22:37 on 10JUL22 by CHS/CHS in CCC/IR 
  
INCIDENT WAS ENTERED "EXTERNALLY" 
  
Rec By   : y) 
Call Tel :  
Call Name: ER 
Call Type:T (Third Party) 
Call Mail: 
Cntct Tel: 
Att Locn :LEICESTER SQ, W1:W HOTEL 
    Map  :Page 141, Grid Reference 529858,180707 
    GPA  :CL Division: [AWS:CNW] 
Inc Locn :10 WARDOUR ST, W1:W HOTEL 
    Map  :Page 141, Grid Reference 529751,180752 
    GPA  :CL Division: [AWS:CNW] 
Call Locn:10 WARDOUR ST, W1:W HOTEL 
     Map :Page 141, Grid Reference 529751,180752 
     GPA :CL Division: [AWS:CNW] 
Opening 1:001 (Violence Against The Person) 
Open Text: 
Urgency  :R (Referred) 
Major    : 
VRMs     : 
Proposal : 
Assigned : 
DeAssign : 
TOA      : 
DO Name  : 
DO Tel   : 
CRIME REF:NOT CRIMED 
Class 1  :506 (Duplicate) 
Qual  1  :625 (Believed) 
Res   1  :720 (Linked) 
Clo Text :SNL CAD 8070/10JUL 
O Dealing: 
Metops   : 
CHS Demid:20220710034810 
  
Linked   :explicitly to  8070:10JUL22 
Linked   :implicitly to  8120:10JUL22  8139:10JUL22  8150:10JUL22    
27:11JUL22 
                          576:11JUL22 
  
  
                                                                   
CONTINUED ... 
  
     SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT 
      NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE.             
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22:40:54 10JUL22 CHS             #3 
         ENTERED BY: CHS  (c744564 ) AT: 2022-07-10 22:40:54 
         ^OP FOR INFO - RE LINKED 
  
                                                                   
CONTINUED ... 
  
     SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT 
      NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE.             
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PRINTED AT 08:02 11:JUL:22  F Hooper                    253038 
  
SINGLE INCIDENT PRINTOUT                                               
PAGE  3 
  
INCIDENT No.  8147:10JUL22 
  
Time     Date    Opid   Termid 
-------- ------- ------ -------- 
Previous Actions: 
Time     Date    Opid   Termid   ACTION 
-------- ------- ------ -------- ------ 
22:40:54 10JUL22 CHS    CCC:CCH  O() 001:VIOLENCE AGAINST THE PERSON 
  "         "      "       "     PI 
22:41:05    "    741112 DIV:AWS  AK 
22:41:08    "      "       "     LI/8070 
22:41:15    "      "       "     CTX() 
22:41:19    "      "       "     AC() 
  "         "      "       "     AQ() 
  "         "      "       "     AR() 
22:41:20    "      "       "     ACR/NC 
22:41:21    "      "       "     PS/CM 
22:42:00    "    088149    "     CM 
08:02:36 11JUL22 253038 CCC:CADL VI/p253038 
08:02:42    "      "       "     IP//F Hooper/1/p  
  
                                                            ... END OF 
PRINT ... 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
     SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT 
      NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE. 
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PRINTED AT 08:02 11:JUL:22  F Hooper                    253038 
  
SINGLE INCIDENT PRINTOUT                                               
PAGE  1 
  
INCIDENT No. 8150:10JUL22 
  
INCIDENT No. 8150 entered at 22:38 on 10JUL22 by CHS/CHS in CCC/IR 
  
INCIDENT WAS ENTERED "EXTERNALLY" 
  
Rec By   : y) 
Call Tel :  
Call Name:
Call Type: 
Call Mail: 
Cntct Tel: 
Att Locn :10 WARDOUR ST, W1:W LONDON 
    Map  :Page 141, Grid Reference 529751,180752 
    GPA  :CL Division: [AWS:CNW] 
Inc Locn :10 WARDOUR ST, W1:W LONDON 
    Map  :Page 141, Grid Reference 529751,180752 
    GPA  :CL Division: [AWS:CNW] 
Call Locn:10 WARDOUR ST, W1:W LONDON 
     Map :Page 141, Grid Reference 529751,180752 
     GPA :CL Division: [AWS:CNW] 
Opening 1:300 (Abandoned Call) 
        2:001 (Violence Against The Person) 
Open Text: 
Urgency  :R (Referred) 
Major    : 
VRMs     : 
Proposal : 
Assigned : 
DeAssign : 
TOA      : 
DO Name  : 
DO Tel   : 
CRIME REF: 
Class 1  :506 (Duplicate) 
Qual  1  :701 (Assistance Requested / Rendered) 
Res   1  :720 (Linked) 
Clo Text :8070 
O Dealing: 
Metops   : 
CHS Demid:20220710034818 
  
Linked   :explicitly to  8070:10JUL22 
Linked   :implicitly to  8120:10JUL22  8139:10JUL22  8147:10JUL22    
27:11JUL22 
                          576:11JUL22 
  
                                                                   
CONTINUED ... 
  
     SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT 
      NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE.             
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CONTINUED ... 
  
     SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT 
      NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE.             
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PRINTED AT 08:02 11:JUL:22  F Hooper                    253038 
  
SINGLE INCIDENT PRINTOUT                                               
PAGE  3 
  
INCIDENT No. 8150:10JUL22 
  
Time     Date    Opid   Termid   ACTION 
-------- ------- ------ -------- ------ 
22:42:17 10JUL22   "    DIV:AWS  AQ() 
  "         "      "       "     AR() 
22:42:19    "      "       "     CTX() 
22:42:23    "      "       "     CM 
08:02:52 11JUL22 253038 CCC:CADL VI/p253038 
08:02:59    "      "       "     IP//F Hooper/1/  
  
                                                            ... END OF 
PRINT ... 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
     SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT 
      NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE. 
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PRINTED AT 08:16 11:JUL:22  F Hooper                    253038 
  
SINGLE INCIDENT PRINTOUT                                               
PAGE  1 
  
INCIDENT No. 27:11JUL22 
  
INCIDENT No. 27 entered at 00:06 on 11JUL22 by 233890/H2726 in DIV-AWS 
  
  
Rec By   :R (Radio) 
Call Tel :PR 
Call Name:AWS 
Call Type:S (Staff on Duty) 
Call Mail: 
Cntct Tel: 
Att Locn :ST THOMAS HOSPITAL,SE1 
    Map  :Page 161, Grid Reference 530625,179375 
    GPA  :LN Division: [ASW:AWW] 
Inc Locn : 
    Map  : 
    GPA  : 
Call Locn: 
     Map : 
     GPA : 
Opening 1:503 (Police Generated Resource Activity) 
Open Text: 
Urgency  :R (Referred) 
Major    : 
VRMs     : 
Proposal : 
Assigned : 
DeAssign : 
TOA      : 
DO Name  : 
DO Tel   : 
CRIME REF:NOT CRIMED 
Class 1  :506 (Duplicate) 
Qual  1  :625 (Believed) 
Res   1  :720 (Linked) 
Clo Text :SNL CAD 8070/11JUL 
O Dealing: 
Metops   : 
CHS Demid: 
  
Linked   :explicitly to  8070:10JUL22 
Linked   :implicitly to  8120:10JUL22  8139:10JUL22  8147:10JUL22  
8150:10JUL22 
                          576:11JUL22 
  
Phone Field        : (For previous Incidents from this phone use 
  
                                                                   
CONTINUED ... 
  
     SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT 
      NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE.             
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CONTINUED ... 
  
     SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT 
      NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE.             
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PRINTED AT 08:16 11:JUL:22  F Hooper                    253038 
  
SINGLE INCIDENT PRINTOUT                                               
PAGE  3 
  
INCIDENT No. 27:11JUL22 
  
Time     Date    Opid   Termid   ACTION 
-------- ------- ------ -------- ------ 
00:06:39 11JUL22   "    DIV:AWS  AK 
00:06:41    "      "       "     AV/3022AW 
00:06:44    "    717539 DIV:ASW  AK 
00:06:45    "    233890 DIV:AWS  LI/8070 
00:18:37    "      "       "     LOCA(ST THOMAS HOSPITAL,SE1)(LN) 
01:43:54    "    717539 DIV:ASW  LOCA((AWS CONT) ST THOMAS 
HOSPITAL,SE1)(LN) 
03:06:27    "    741112 DIV:AWS  LOCA((AWS CON) ST THOMAS 
HOSPITAL,SE1)(LN) 
03:18:23    "    742930    "     AV/3380AW 
03:46:02    "    741112    "     CTX() 
03:46:10    "      "       "     AC() 
  "         "      "       "     AQ() 
  "         "      "       "     AR() 
03:46:12    "      "       "     ACR/NC 
  "         "      "       "     PI 
03:46:14    "      "       "     DA/3022AW 3380AW(CU) 
03:46:17    "    219055 DIV:ASW  AK 
  "         "    741112 DIV:AWS  LOCA((AWS CONT) ST THOMAS 
HOSPITAL,SE1)(LN) 
03:46:19    "      "       "     PS/CM 
03:46:20    "    101862    "     AK 
03:46:26    "    219055 DIV:ASW  PS/CM 
03:46:36    "    101862 DIV:AWS  CM 
04:07:31    "    260696 CCC:CADL VI/p260696 
04:31:47    "    740600 DIV:ASW  CM 
08:16:12    "    253038 CCC:CADL VI/p253038 
08:16:13    "      "       "     IP//F Hooper/1/  
  
                                                            ... END OF 
PRINT ... 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
     SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT 
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      NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE. 
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PRINTED AT 08:16 11:JUL:22  F Hooper                    253038 
  
SINGLE INCIDENT PRINTOUT                                               
PAGE  1 
  
INCIDENT No. 576:11JUL22 
  
INCIDENT No. 576 entered at 01:56 on 11JUL22 by 233890/H2726 in DIV-AWS 
  
  
Rec By   :R (Radio) 
Call Tel :PR 
Call Name:2993AW 
Call Type:S (Staff on Duty) 
Call Mail: 
Cntct Tel: 
Att Locn :(VAN) (AWS CONT) CAWH: TRIAGE 
    Map  :Page 160, Grid Reference 526375,177875 
    GPA  :BY Division: [AWC:SNW] 
Inc Locn : 
    Map  : 
    GPA  : 
Call Locn: 
     Map : 
     GPA : 
Opening 1:503 (Police Generated Resource Activity) 
Open Text: 
Urgency  :R (Referred) 
Major    : 
VRMs     : 
Proposal : 
Assigned :AW40E, 3730AW, 3595AW 
DeAssign :2993AW, 2866AW 
TOA      :07:46:17/11JUL22 
DO Name  : 
DO Tel   : 
CRIME REF: 
Class 1  : 
Clo Text : 
O Dealing: 
Metops   : 
CHS Demid: 
  
Linked   :explicitly to  8070:10JUL22 
Linked   :implicitly to  8120:10JUL22  8139:10JUL22  8147:10JUL22  
8150:10JUL22 
                           27:11JUL22 
  
Phone Field        : (For previous Incidents from this phone use 
                      action:PHD or PHL - use DARIS to extend search) 
Location Field     : (For previous Incidents at this location use 
  
                                                                   
CONTINUED ... 
  
     SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT 
      NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE.             
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     SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT 
      NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE.             
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PRINTED AT 08:16 11:JUL:22  F Hooper                    253038 
  
SINGLE INCIDENT PRINTOUT                                               
PAGE  3 
  
INCIDENT No.   576:11JUL22 
  
Time     Date    Opid   Termid 
-------- ------- ------ -------- 
         ^2993AW -  CANX VAN REQUUEST 
07:18:17 11JUL22 742934 H2726    #14 
         ^AWS - CANX VAN REQUEST ON PR 
07:32:18 11JUL22 195334 H2655    #15 
         ^2993AW ..VAN TO ASSIST TO TAKE DP BACK TO FH. 
07:46:07 11JUL22 740219 H2652    #16 
         ^3730AW - MYSELF AND 3595AW HAVE RELIEVED N/D 
08:06:15 11JUL22 742601 H1027    #17 
         ^3730AW WITH THE VAN UNIT NOW ON ROUTE TO FH 
  
Previous Actions: 
Time     Date    Opid   Termid   ACTION 
-------- ------- ------ -------- ------ 
01:57:18 11JUL22 233890 DIV:AWS  O() 503:POLICE GENERATED RESOURCE 
ACTIVITY 
01:57:18    "      "       "     PI 
  "         "      "       "     PI 
  "         "      "       "     AK 
  "         "      "       "     AK 
  "         "      "       "     AK 
01:57:20    "    724017 DIV:AWC  AK 
01:57:23    "    233890 DIV:AWS  LI/8070 
01:57:51    "      "       "     AV/2993AW 
02:22:43    "    741112    "     AV/2866AW 
02:22:52    "      "       "     LOCA((AWS CONT) CAWH)(BY) 
06:20:22    "      "       "     PI/AWW 
06:20:23    "      "       "     AK 
  "         "      "       "     AK 
06:22:13    "      "       "     LOCA((AWS CONT) CAWH: TRIAGE)(BY) 
06:22:26    "    223420 DIV:AWW  AK 
  "         "      "       "     AK 
06:22:27    "      "       "     AK 
  "         "      "       "     AK 
06:23:27    "      "       "     AK 
06:23:28    "      "       "     AK 
06:23:58    "      "       "     AK 
  "         "      "       "     AK 
  "         "      "       "     AK 
06:24:52    "    741112 DIV:AWS  PI/AWC/AWW 
06:24:53    "      "       "     AK 
06:24:58    "    724017 DIV:AWC  AK 
06:27:56    "    223420 DIV:AWW  AK 
  
                                                                   
CONTINUED ... 
  
     SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT 
      NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE.             
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PRINTED AT 08:16 11:JUL:22  F Hooper                    253038 
  
SINGLE INCIDENT PRINTOUT                                               
PAGE  4 
  
INCIDENT No. 576:11JUL22 
  
Time     Date    Opid   Termid   ACTION 
-------- ------- ------ -------- ------ 
06:27:58 11JUL22   "    DIV:AWW  AK 
  "         "      "       "     AK 
06:28:18    "      "       "     PS/CM 
07:36:24    "    740219 DIV:AWC  AV/AW40E 
07:46:17    "      "       "     AV/3730AW 
  "         "      "       "     AV/3595AW 
  "         "      "       "     TOA/3730AW 3595AW 
07:46:25    "      "       "     DA/2993AW 2866AW 
08:01:12    "    103425 DIV:AWW  CM 
08:16:21    "    253038 CCC:CADL VI/p253038 
08:16:39    "      "       "     IP//F Hooper/1/  
  
                                                            ... END OF 
PRINT ... 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
     SUBJECT TO FREEDOM OF INFORMATION ACT AND DATA PROTECTION ACT 
      NO UNAUTHORISED DISCLOSURE-DISPOSE OF AS CONFIDENTIAL WASTE. 
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retail store. The Perception Bar and Lounge also serve as the hotel restaurant where 

many of our customers enjoy breakfast and other meals throughout the day. Please see 

extracts from our on-line brochure detailing the facilities available at the W Hotel 

Leicester Square at Exhibit SB02. The W is recognised as a 5-star hotel. 

4. The W Hotel is a significant employer.  It has a workforce of up to 150 full, part time 

and casual persons employed mainly from the local community and paid well above 

the national minimum wage requirements. The hotel is projected to operate at 

approximately 70% occupancy and service 50,000 room nights for international and 

UK guests.

5. In terms of our on-site management structure, I attach as Exhibit SB10 an operational 

structure diagram that lists all posts from the Director of Beverage and Food down the 

management chain.  The Director reports to the Hotel Manager, , 

who in turn reports to me.

6. The team at W Hotel have worked with key local stakeholders including the Heart of 

London Business Alliance.  I attach at Exhibit SB03 a letter of support from Heart of 

London, referring to the work the team have put in.

7. I will now deal with the incidents cited by police in their review application and the 

hotel’s response to the police’s proper concerns.
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already in place but for internal events we will ensure that either the DPS or other 

identified member of the management team will be present throughout the event. 

 

• Externally Promoted Events - are no longer to be permitted at W Hotel Leicester 

Square unless the police agree in writing that a particular low-risk event may 

proceed in exceptional circumstances. 

 

• Internal events – will be subject to robust planning (please see new booking form 

at Exhibit SB11), supervision and management conditions as set out in the 

proposed conditions set out in my Exhibit SB09. 

Conclusion 

27. Marriott Hotels International take this matter with the utmost seriousness and with the 

matter being most regrettable that it occurred in one of our hotels. Putting the welfare 

of our employees and guests at risk that has led to the W Hotel facing a review 

application by police. This is an exceptionally rare event for our international hotel 

group. We will continue working closely and in partnership with the police whatever 

the outcome of this review.  

 

28. Our commercial interests and the promotion of the licensing objectives are consistent 

with each other: a repetition of the July incident must not happen again. Our reputation 

depends on it.  

 
29. That is why we have taken the significant step of banning future external promotions at 

our hotel. This is an unusual and drastic step for a hotel of our size and location to take, 

but we believe it is justified in these circumstances. We respectfully agree with the 
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I am a highly focused professional manager with demonstrable leadership skills, strong 

qualities in developing people and motivating teams. With an in-depth knowledge of the 

London luxury market, with wide-ranging insights to large group and catering operations. 

Extensive experience working for Marriott International, a global travel company. I am 

passionate in my commitment to deliver business goals, developing relationships and being 

active in the communities in which I work. I am a Fellow of the Institute of Hospitality and 

past Chairman of the Master Innholders. 

• Managing stakeholder relationships with complex leases and management

agreements.

• Developing and executing business strategy, including managing multiple hotels.

• Consistent maximization of financial potential, in challenging markets, in order to

deliver commercial objectives.

• Developing future business leaders and high performing teams.

• Developed a wide range of relationships in my business community.

• Strong skills in project managing hotel openings and major renovations.

Muliti Property General Manager 

JW Marriott Grosvenor House and W London 

Integrated Multi property Executive Leadership team to manage 

Marriott Internationals owned lease Luxury Hotel Assets 

General Manager 

JW Marriott Grosvenor House London, A JW Marriott Hotel 

496-bedroom five-star hotel and extensive catering space

(Turnover £87m)

August 2020 - present 

May 2011 – July 2020 

As part of my appointment, I undertook a strategic review to position Grosvenor House as 

London’s aspirational destination for extraordinary events and hotel experiences.  

• Delivered a strategic review that developed and activated a £35m investment plan.

• Grew sales from £62m to £87m and GOP from £28m to £43m.

• Responsible for over 800 full and part-time employees of 80 nationalities - improving

‘Associate Engagement’ scores by 33%pts to 86%.

• Established hotel leadership engagement that improved guest satisfaction and social

media ratings.

• Active hospitality industry engagement including past Chairman London’s W1 Luxury

Hoteliers Group and past Chairman of the Master Innholders.

• Caterer & Hotelkeeper ‘Hotelier of the Year’ 2013.

• Awarded Marriott Europe General Manager of the Year 2013 & Hotel of the Year 2012.

• Marriott International’s Global J.W. Marriott Jr. Diversity Excellence Award.

Cluster General Manager 

Marriott International, London 

    July 2003 – 2011 

  Eight hotels (Turnover £105m) 

As Cluster General Manager, I provided direction and oversight to eight Marriott hotels in 

London with total revenues in excess of £105m. The London Cluster hotels consistently 

achieved their business objectives. In addition to my cluster role, I was General Manager of 

Profile 

Key Skills 

Experience 
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the London Marriott Hotel County Hall, a 200-bedroom five-star hotel and spa with annual 

revenue of circa £20m. 

 

• Giving support and direction to ensure all eight hotels achieve a ‘market share’. 

premium with growth across all scorecard measures. 

• Directed five major hotel renovations with £20m investment in an 18-month period. 

• Responsible for establishing the team who opened the new Twickenham Marriott 

Hotel.  

• Managed relationships with County Hall landlord to ensure a seamless transition of 

lease ownership, whilst identifying and developing new revenue streams. 

• Recipient of various leadership awards, including Marriott International’s UK & Ireland 

‘Hotel of the Year’ and ‘General Manager of the Year’. 

• Chaired Marriott’s ‘London Business Council’ (20 hotels). 

 

General Manager 

London Marriott Hotel, Regents Park, London  

September 1999 – 2003 

300-bedroom four-star hotel (Turnover £14m) 

 

• Increased profit per room against competitor set by 15%.  

• Reduced labour turnover from 50% to 30% with high staff satisfaction scores. Highest 

General Manager’s staff rating in Marriott UK (94% satisfaction).   

• Secured £14m investment and managed a major refurbishment programme. 

• Awards for ‘Most improved guest satisfaction’ and ‘Market growth’ – 2001. 

• Personal award for ‘Special Achievement in developing Marriott Culture’ – 2002. 

 

General Manager – UK Operations  

Whitbread Hotel Company (Marriott Hotels) 

 

March 1998 – 1999 

• Developed and implemented, in liaison with Marriott International, management tools 

to ensure brand standards compliance within the 35 UK Marriott hotels.  

• Functional responsibility for career and development of hotel Operations Managers.  

• Responsibility for ‘The Brewery’ conference and events center. 

• Managed specialist functions - Security and Risk Management and Leisure Operations. 

• Aligned hotels’ operation management structures consistently across the company. 

 

General Manager  November 1994 – 1998 

Aberdeen Marriott Hotel, Scotland 

154-bedroom four-star hotel (Turnover £6m) 

 

• Managed and retained business accounts in a fiercely competitive market.   

• Developed four executive managers to General Manager within Marriott.  

• Awarded Marriott’s ‘Most improved customer satisfaction score’ – 1997.   

• Extensive activity in local business forums, for example - Chairman of Hoteliers 

Association.  

 

General Manager  

The Beardmore Hotel, Glasgow, Scotland                     

168-bedroom four-star hotel and convention centre 

August 1993 – 1994 

 

• Opened this luxury hotel under a management contract, serving the needs of patients 

and their families for the adjoining private hospital and medical centre.  

 

Training and Development Roles 

Scott’s Hotels Limited 

 

 

1980 – 1993 

• Acting General Manager at the Heathrow / Windsor Marriott hotel during re-branding 

from Holiday Inn to Marriott.  

• Food and Beverage Manager in three hotels including opening the Swansea Marriott. 

• Fast tracked through company graduate management programme. 

• Underwent five-year extensive operations training throughout a 220-bedroom hotel. 

• Awarded ‘Employee of the Year 1984’. 

 

 

 

 

Cooking, gardening, sport in general and travel 

Interests 
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Exterior from Leicester Square 

The Perception Lounge 
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Screening Room 

 

 

Studios 
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Accommodation 

 

Accommodation 
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AWAY Spa 

 

FIT (Gym) 
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19 July 2022 

To Whom It May Concern; 

W HOTEL, LONDON 

I’m writing with regard to the W Hotel, London on Wardour Street W1. 

The hotel is a fully engaged member of Heart of London (the Business Improvement District for London’s West End) and we 
have had an excellent working relationship with them, from the management through to the concierge and security staff. Having 
worked with the hotel since it opened, I can honestly say that they make a positive contribution to our area and that it is a 
professionally run business. 

They have been very supportive and proactive in a range of activities over the years, have hosted events and have attended many 
of the meetings we have held. We engage and meet with them regularly, at  all levels of their team both locally and from head 
office.  

If you have any questions in relation to W Hotel, London, please do not hesitate to contact me. 

Kind regards, 

 
Head of Company Management 
Heart of London Business Alliance 
rico.pieri@heartoflondonbid.co.uk 
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1 | P a g e

Licensing Action Plan – April 2022 

Failings  Action By When Completed 

Suspect not detained Training carried out with the team by the security provider 
and Hotel Security team. 

10/04/2022 Yes 

No crime scene implemented Training of the entire team to ensure that this is carried 
out when an incident occurs where injuries are sustained, 
and a potential crime has been committed. 

10/04/2022 Yes 

SIA door staff not wearing their SIA badges This was put in place immediately after the meeting with 
Licensing. 

10/04/2022 Yes 

Loss of control by SIA door staff during 
incident/not robust enough 

Training of team carried out and security provider to 
ensure that they select officers that have the necessary 
experience and are used to working in this type of 
environment. 

10/04/2022 Yes 

No early intervention by SIA Security team trained on stepping in immediately when 
flash points occur to stop any escalation. 

10/04/2022 Yes 

Suspect allowed the opportunity to pick up 
the ice bucket 

Training for the bar team and security team to ensure any 
objects that can be thrown or used as a weapon are 
removed from the area immediately when an incident 
could potentially occur. 

10/04/2022 Yes 

Further action 

Due diligence Sales team to briefed on exactly what to look out for when 
carrying out due diligence on prospective bookings. 
I.E. Music type, Crowd, Social Media etc.

10/04/22 Yes 

All Sorts Booking No further bookings will be accepted from the organizers 
All Sorts.  

10/04/22 Yes 
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From: Deweltz, Adam: WCC <adeweltz@westminster.gov.uk>  
Sent: 19 April 2022 14:09 
To:

 
Subject: Assault at the W Hotel - 02/04/2022 

This message is from an EXTERNAL SENDER - be CAUTIOUS, particularly with links and attachments 

Good afternoon, Tony. 

Many thanks for the action plan. We will keep this on record and continue to monitor any further 
crime at the W Hotel.  

I have spoken to Tom and he has mentioned that you are taking part in the next WAVE training 
input. Thank you for being a part of that. 

Wish you all the best, 

Adam. 

PC Adam Deweltz 
Police Licensing Officer - Westminster - Central West BCU 
Westminster Police Licensing Unit 
Westminster City Hall 
15th Floor, 64 Victoria Street 
London 
SW1E 6QP 
020 7641 1705 
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Licensing Action Plan – April 2022 

Failings  Action By When Completed 10/07/22 Response 
Suspect not detained Training carried out with the team by the 

security provider and Hotel Security 
team. 

10/04/2022 Yes The incident was still under way 
when the police arrived. 

No crime scene implemented Training of the entire team to ensure that 
this is carried out when an incident 
occurs where injuries are sustained, and a 
potential crime has been committed. 

10/04/2022 Yes Again, the police arrived during 
the incident. Area was 
cordoned off at the request of 
the police using ropes and 
posts. 

SIA door staff not wearing their SIA 
badges 

This was put in place immediately after 
the meeting with Licensing. 

10/04/2022 Yes 4 SIA officers were displaying 
their badges. 2 in-house 
security were not displaying 
their badges but, we have 
confirmed, did have them on 
their person (as is common 
practice in smart hotels). 

Loss of control by SIA door staff 
during incident/not robust enough 

Training of team carried out and security 
provider to ensure that they select 
officers that have the necessary 
experience and are used to working in 
this type of environment. 

10/04/2022 Yes The experienced and 
professional SIA team tried their 
best in this very difficult 
situation. They were robust 
which is why the incident 
started. The SIA put themselves 
in harm’s way to try to end the 
disorder assisted by police. The 
police experienced similar 
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2 | P a g e  
 

difficulties to our SIA staff in 
quelling the disorder. 
  

No early intervention by SIA Security team trained on stepping in 
immediately when flash points occur to 
stop any escalation. 
 

10/04/2022 Yes The SIA officers were very 
proactive and decided to shut 
the event down which is the 
ultimate intervention. 
 

Suspect allowed the opportunity to 
pick up the ice bucket 

Training for the bar team and security 
team to ensure any objects that can be 
thrown or used as a weapon are removed 
from the area immediately when an 
incident could potentially occur. 

10/04/2022 Yes Plastic glasses were in use but 
during the disorder some of the 
guests were taking mixer 
bottles from the service counter 
of the bar as the staff were 
trying to move the items away. 
 

Further action  
Due diligence Sales team to briefed on exactly what to 

look out for when carrying out due 
diligence on prospective bookings. 
I.E. Music type, Crowd, Social Media etc. 

10/04/22 Yes Chalet London is a company 
that has had a previous event 
that was trouble free. The 
management had carried out 
due diligence on the promoter. 
 

All Sorts Booking No further bookings will be accepted 
from the organizers All Sorts.  

10/04/22 Yes N/A 
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Position Name Shift Scheduled

B&F Director office 14.00-21.00

Bar Manager floor 16.00-01.30
B&F Supervisor floor 16.00-00.00
B&F Supervisor floor 18.00-01.30

Waiter floor 19.00-01.30
Waiter floor 17.00-01.30
Waiter floor 18.00-01.30
Waiter floor 13.00-22.00
Waiter floor 11.00-20.30

Hostess floor 16.00-21.00

Bartender floor 18.00-01.30
Bartender floor 16.00-01.30

Barback floor 17.00-01.30
Barback floor 18.00-01.30

IRD Supervisor IRD 07.00-14.00
IRD Waiter  IRD 07.00-16.30
IRD Waiter IRD 15.00-01.30
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Professional Profile

I have a keen passion for Food & Beverage Operations, with a wide-ranging experience within the 

hospitality industry. I have proven leadership skills involving managing, developing and motivating teams 

to achieve our objectives. Communication skills are one of my strengths, also my acute attention to detail 

and creative abilities. Focused on customer needs, performance driven – systematic, organized with 

mental toughness, leading by example. I work to meet the highest standards whilst ensuring quality and 

integrity are delivered at all times. 

Professional Experience

June 2021 – Current Director of Food & Beverage 

Grosvenor House, A JW Marriott Hotel 

London, UK 

Responsible for the Food & Beverage Division, which includes the performance and service delivery of all 

outlets: JW Steakhouse, Red Bar, Park Room, Room Service, Park Lane Market and Stewarding operations, 

as well as events operations including 86 Park Lane Private Dining Rooms, The Ballroom and The Great 

Room. 

Sunday Brunch (Channel 4) regular beverage presenter. 

April 2019 – April 2021 Director of Food & Beverage 

The Langham Hotel 

London, UK 

Responsible for the entire F&B division which includes the performance and service delivery of the outlets 

- Artesian Bar (Top 50), Roux at the Landau, Palm Court, The Wigmore, Sauce by the Langham, as well as

In Room Dining, Banqueting operations, Kitchen and Stewarding. 

Full financial and operational responsibility for all F&B departments. Responsible for the conception and 

implementation of the new Artesian Menu concept and Sauce by The Langham, recruitment, training and 

opening. 
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Dec 2016 - April 2019  Assistant Director of Food & Beverage 

    The Savoy Hotel, A Fairmont Managed Property 

    London, UK 

 

 

Responsible for the supervision of the entire F&B division. Acting Director of Food & Beverage from 

March until October 2017. Responsible for the F&B Budget 2017/18 preparation and monthly forecasting 

for the division. Winning of Best International Hotel Bar 2017 at Tales of the Cocktail in New Orleans, USA 

with the American Bar and Best Bar in the World (TOP 50) in 2018 following a sustained marketing 

campaign throughout 2017 & 2018. Creation and launch of the Thames Foyer Night concept September/ 

October 2017. 

Team leader on repositioning of Simpsons operations, branding and execution after refurbishment and 

extension of the event space. 

 

 

Sept 2014 - Nov 2016  Hotel Beverage Manager 

    Grosvenor House, A JW Marriott Hotel 

    London, UK 

 

 

As Hotel Beverage Manager  I resume the sole responsibility for the beverage program in the hotel, the 

marketing and PR initiatives related to F&B with focus on the beverage side, as well as the shared 

responsibility of the daily running of the Food & Beverage division. Responsible for overseeing UK’s 

largest beverage revenue producing hotel including Banqueting space which can accommodate a total 

of 30 bars, up to 2500 guests’ reception drinks, high profile awards and events such as BAFTAS and many 

others. Building relationships with suppliers, develping concepts and beverage contracts; ensuring costs 

were in line with budget and increase Hotel beverage profile. Most importantly to enhance quality and 

profitability.  

 

 

Awarded with the Global Food & Beverage Professional of the Year Award, by Sabre Awards in 

Washington DC. 

 

2012-2014   Food & Beverage Outlets Beverage Manager 

    Grosvenor House, A JW Marriott Hotel 

    London, UK 

 

  
Responsible for the beverage operations in all F&B outlets within the Hotel, including an American 

concept Steakhouse, Whiskey Bar, Park Room Champagne Lounge, In Room Dining and Red Bar Cocktail 

Bar. 
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2009-2012   Bars & Lounge Manager 

    Gillray’s Restaurant & Bar - Marriott Hotel, County Hall 

    London, UK  
 

 

 

Previous Experiences  
 

Hotel Bar/Lounge - Four Seasons Hotel, Boston, USA  

Hotel Restaurant - The Balsams Grand Resort Hotel. New Hampshire, USA 

Hotel Bar - Copacabana Palace Hotel – Orient Express Hotels, Rio de Janeiro (Graduate Program)  

 

 

 

Education  

 

Hospitality Management Degree (University of Cidade – Rio de Janeiro) •  
 

References available on request 
 

Available on request 
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W HOTEL – Possible conditions 

V.28.7.22

1. Unless the police agree otherwise in writing in relation to a particular event, there

shall be no externally promoted events*.

*An “externally promoted event” is an event involving music and dancing where the

event is promoted to the general public by someone other than the licence holder.

2. Unless the police agree otherwise in writing, at any internal events* the licence holder

shall:

a) Prepare a full written risk assessment which must be signed off by the DPS or

another member of the senior management team. The risk assessment shall include a

record of due diligence carried out by the licence holder on the proposed user of the

venue. A copy of the risk assessment must be made available upon request to police

officers or authorised officers of the Council;

b) Employ SIA door supervisors in line with the risk assessment supplied by a

company with Approved Contractor Status with the SIA;

c) Ensure the toilets are monitored to deter illegal drug use;

d) Ensure the DPS or a nominated deputy holding a personal licence and employed by

the licence holder is present throughout the event.

*An “internal event” is a pre-booked event or function involving music and dancing

where alcohol is sold.
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Booking Enquiry Form 

HOST 
Full Name of Host 

Contact Number (Mobile)

Contact Number (Landline)

Company

Source of Enquiry (e.g., Website/Mailout/Repeat)

E-mail Address

Home Address

Date of Birth

EVENT 
Nature of Event (e.g., birthday, leaving party)

Number of People Attending

Age Range

Access? (Guest list / invitation)

MUSIC & DJs 
Type of Music

Will There Be DJ’s?

Full name of DJ 1

Contact Number

Home Address

Date of Birth

Full name of DJ 2

Contact Number

Home Address

Date of Birth

Full name of DJ 3

Contact Number

Home Address

Date of Birth

FEE 
Booking Fee

Minimum Spend

VISIT & ID 
To Visit (date)

ID Seen? (Driving licence / credit card)

Confirmed? (Fee Paid) Y/N
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Before the City of Westminster’s Licensing Sub-Committee 

In the Matter of a Summary Review 

W Hotel 

Leicester Square, London 

WITNESS STATEMENT OF  

___________________________________________________________________________ 

1. My name is  and I am the Multi Property Director of Loss Prevention

for Marriot Hotels, with responsibility for W Hotel (the “Hotel”) as well as JW

Marriott Grosvenor House Hotel on Park Lane.  I have been the Director of Loss

Prevention for Grosvenor House Hotel for 9 years, with W Hotel coming under my

control in March 2022.  I oversee a team of 12, and report to Stuart Bowery, Multi

Property General Manager with a functional line to William Whelan the Global Safety

and Security Senior Manager for UKI at Marriott International.

GENERAL RISK ASSESSMENT FOR SECURITY 

2. As well as the various risk assessments used by the Hotel for all aspects of the

operation, and the Food and Beverage risk assessment produced by the food and

beverage team, our security provider Armatus Risks Security Ltd have produced their

own site-specific risk assessment (Exhibit TM01).  You can see that there is a second

tab on the spreadsheet that shows Armatus are investigating the incident on 10 July

2022 and liaising with me and the Hotel.
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RISK ASSESSMENT MOVING FORWARD 

3. The Hotel has instigated a full prohibition on all externally promoted events.  For any 

internally promoted events and events generally, the Hotel will record all risk 

assessments on the new Risk Assessment Form at Exhibit TM02. 

CCTV 

4. I have performed a thorough investigation of the Hotel’s CCTV system and have 

produced the following reports: 

• Vehicle In Wardour Street – Exhibit TM03 

 This Report includes still images showing that the incident involving the Audi 

was witnessed by 4 of the suspects who are later involved in the incident 

inside the Hotel. Many other members of the public also witnessed it. 

• Suspects Arriving – Exhibit TM04 

 This Report includes still images of each suspect taken from the CCTV 

system. 

• Main Incident – Exhibit TM05 

 

5. I have copied the relevant CCTV footage and provided a link to it that I am informed 

will be shared by the Hotel’s solicitors, with the Council and Police. 

 

INVESTIGATION INTO COMMENTS BY SECURITY STAFF 

6. I have seen that the police have stated one of their officers spoke with a member of 

the security team on the evening, and that individual claims to have informed the 
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Hotel team that they should not hold this event.  They also claim that they told the 

Hotel team to shut down the event when they saw an ankle tag on one or more 

customers. 

 

7. Armatus had provided 4 security staff for the event.  I have asked them to make 

enquiries with their staff to ascertain if the above claims are accurate.  Armatus have 

informed me that none of their staff have ever expressed concerns to their 

management, or the Hotel management team, that the event should not go ahead.  

This is not a surprise given that the previous event by this promoter went well without 

any issues. 

 
8. Armatus have also put me in contact with the security staff member who mentioned 

an “ankle tag”.  His name is  and he informs me that he saw 2 

customers wearing an ankle tag upon arrival.  He was however not so worried about it 

that he asked anyone to shut the event down. 

 
 

INVESTIGATION INTO PROMOTER ASSISTING POLICE 

9. The promotor Chalet London Ltd is operated by .  I was informed 

by the police that  did not cooperate with them when they wished to ask 

him questions relating to the event.   has been contacted and he informed 

us that his is happy to assist the police in their enquiries.  I have an email address and 

mobile telephone for  and am happy to pass these to the police (although 

I anticipate they already have them) or in the alternative, arrange for both parties to be 

able to meet here at the Hotel to run through the incident.  
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Reference WH Risk Assessment
Version 1
Issue Date 3/2/2022
Approved MD

Site Name: 02/02/2022 01/02/2023

Yes Yes Customers Yes Visitors Yes 3rd Party Contractors Yes Public Yes

Likelyhood? Seriousness Risk

Unlikely Minor Injury Low Risk

Unlikely 3 Day + Injury Low Risk

Likely Minor Injury Low Risk

Very Unlikely First Aid Injury Low Risk

Likely 3 Day + Injury Medium Risk

Likely 3 Day + Injury Medium Risk

Armatus Risks Security Ltd Risk Assessment Form Part 1
Denis Entchev

Very limited control room duties.

The only admin carried out by the operatives would involve statement
writing. There is currently not a control room requirement.

All security officers receive extensive training with regards to all
aspects of their duties

All equipment is regularly PAT tested

Radio Phone and internet are readily available to communicate with
other officers.

Task = Security Operative instructing or enforcing
hotel policies and procedures

Risks = Verbal Aggression, Physical Violence

Task = Security Operatives manning the entrances of
the hotel.

Risks = Verbal Aggression, Physical Violence, Lone 
working. Working outdoors

Task = Control Room Duties

Risks = Display screen equipment, Lone Working,
Electricity

Current Controls

Assessed By:

FILL IN ALL TASKS / HAZZARDS AND THEN FILL IN PART 2 OF THE RISK ASSESSMENT

Who Might be Harmed?
Management / Admin

All Security officers are equipped with a radio in order to
communicate with other staff members.

Action to Control Risk

All Security operatives hold valid SIA licenses thus meaning they
have recieved conflict managment training.

All officers equipped with radios and dect phones.

.

All Security operatives hold valid SIA licenses thus meaning they
have recieved conflict managment training.

All officers equipped with radios and dect phones.

.

Procedures are in place should a member of staff be under threat of verbal
or physical violence then a member of the management team can attend.
If the situation has escalated beyond their capabilities then the emergency

services are to be involved.

Functions are regularly evaluated and it is ensured that an adequate 
number of officers are working on each individual function.

Procedures are in place should an associate, guest or other person be
under threat then an appropriate number of officers are to deal with the

situation.

Hotel Bar/Bar events are regularly evaluated/ with Client and it is ensured that 
an adequate number of officers are working on required busy days and each 

individual function.

Procedures are in place should an associate, guest or other person be
under threat then an appropriate number of officers are to deal with the

situation.

All Security operatives hold valid SIA licenses thus meaning they
have recieved conflict managment training.

All officers equipped with radios and dect phones.

Regular refresher training given in order to increase operatives ability
to deal with such situations.

Task  = Hotel Bar/ Hotel Bar Venue Event

Risks  = Verbal Aggression, Physical Violence

Task  = Function Officers

Risks  = Verbal Aggression, Physical Violence

Task / Risk

W London 10 Wardour St, London W1D 6QF, UK

Security Personnel

Task = Security Operatives conducting patrols of the
building.

Risks = Slips, Trips, Falls
Lone Working

Next Review Date:

Procedures are in place should a member of staff be under threat of verbal
or physical violence another staff member will attend the scene

Staff are instructed to escalate situations to senior management and / or
emergency services should the need arise.

The duties are varied and the operatives are not needed to be regularly
exposed to the elements.

Any hazards spotted are logged and reported in order to be rectified / 
repaired to prevent injury.

All Security operatives hold valid SIA licenses thus meaning they
have recieved conflict managment training.

All officers equipped with radios and dect phones.

Regular refresher training given in order to increase operatives ability
to deal with such situations.

Appropriate coats and outdoor wear is adivsed.

Assessment Date:
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Reference WH Risk Assessment Pt2
Version 1
Issue Date 3/2/2022
Approved MD

Date
11/07/2022

Date
Ongoing

Date
Ongoing

Action

Armatus Risks Security Ltd Risk  Assessment Form Part 2

Date of Review:

Person Responsible
Tony Nicholls

Review 3 Site Instructions Updated?

Position: Date of Review:

GCCS Management & Client.

Person Responsible

2nd Review By:

Remedial Action & Review Notes
Position:3rd Review By:

Remedial Action & Review Notes

What Subsequent Action will or should be taken?

What immediate action has been or should be taken?
Incident Sunday 10th July 2022, at approx 23:00  Police and licencing involved  ongoing Investigation, all relevant management aware of sitution,

Review 2 Site Instructions Updated?

Date of Review:

Remedial Action & Review Notes
1st Review By:

Review 1 Site Instructions Updated?

What additional monitoring proceedures need establishing? Person Responsible

Position:
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Risk Assessment Format June 2009 

Risk Assessment For: Perception Bar Internal Events Dept: B&F Ref: 

Name of Event: Date: 

Name of Person/s Completing This Assessment: 

HAZARD IDENTIFICATIONS (the potential to cause harm) Please indicate with a tick 

1 Lone working X 11 Verbal Aggression X 21 Violence X 
2 Maintenance of building 12 Housekeeping/cleaning 22 Wet/uneven floor X 
3 Working at height 13 Fall from height 23 Collapse of structure X 
4 Display screen equipment 14 Work equipment 24 Use of vehicle 
5 Temperature 15 Ventilation 25 Lighting 
6 Electricity X 16 Gas 26 Water (Legionella) 
7 Hazardous substances 17 Infections 27 Asbestos 
8 Manual Handling 18 Storage 28 Space 
9 Welfare 19 Noise/privacy X 29 Smoking 
10 Fire X 20 Slips/trips/Falls X 30 Other (please specify) 

RISK RATING – For guidance see risk rating tables on Page 2 
LIKELIHOOD RATING: 2 

Multiplied by X 
CONSEQUENCE RATING: 8 

LEVEL OF RISK = 16 

Activity/Equipment Used Who is at Risk? What Are The Risks? 
What Control Measures 

are Required?(precautions 
taken to reduce the risks) 

Consumption of Alcohol Guests 

Associates 

Contractors 

Members of the Public 

- Verbal Aggression

- Physical Violence against
Associates and other bar
guests

- Undesirable guests in
attendance

- A minimum of 1 x Security
Officer for every 50 people
attending

- Personal License Holders to
supervise the serving alcohol
at all times as per the hotel
license.

- Staff trained in Hotel
Premises License.

- Bar Manager to work closely
with the Security Team and
report any concerns
immediately.

- Challenge 21 to be adhered
to at the Lobby Entrance.

- The serving of alcohol to
already over intoxicated
guests will be refused as per
licensing objectives.

- Plastic drinking vessels and
Ice buckets to be used.

- When an incident occurs all
glass bottles to be removed
from tables / bars etc.

- Crime scene implemented
immediately after an incident
has occurred.

- Detain any suspects involved
in the incident if safe to do
so and hand over to Police
on their arrival.

- All hotel / agency security
officers to wear SIA licenses.
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Risk Assessment Format June 2009 
 

Internally promoted Events Guests 
 
Associates 
 
Contractors 
 
Members of the Public 

- Verbal Aggression  
 

- Physical Violence 
 

- Undesirable guests in 
attendance  

 
 
 

- Due diligence carried out as 
per Hotel Procedure. 

- Host from B&F stationed at 
the entrance with Security 

- Guest list managed by the 
hotel B&F team. 

- Full control of all aspects of 
the event to be managed by 
the hotel management. 

 
 
 

Activity/Equipment Used Who is at Risk? What Are The Risks? 
What Control Measures 

are Required?(precautions 
taken to reduce the risks) 

Fire and/or Bomb Threat 
 

Guests 
 
Associates 
 
Contractors 
 
Members of the Public 
 

- Fire Alarm 
 

- Fire Evacuation 
 
- Bomb Threat 
 
- Bomb Evacuation 
 

- All Security Officers are 
trained in Emergency 
Response Procedures which 
include: First Aid, Fire 
Evacuation & Bomb Threat 

- Security Officers have direct 
radio and telephone 
communication with the 
Hotel Security Team 

- Ensure all fire escapes are 
free from obstruction at all 
times. 

 
Slips, Trips & Fall 
 
- Public Toilets on 01st Floor. 
- All areas of the Perception 

Bar 
 
 

Guests 
 
Associates 
 
Contractors 
 
Members of the Public 
 

- Personal Injury to oneself or 
a third party 

- Damage to personal 
property 

- Routine patrol performed by 
Security Officers of all toilets 

- Any sign of illegal substance 
use to be reported to 
Security Officers immediately 

- Public Areas Cleaning Policy 
is in place should there be a 
spillage which includes 
recording of all inspections, 
spillages and the placing of 
wet floor signs in effected 
area. 

 
Additional Points: 

- Ratio of Staff – 1 x Officer per 50 guests 
- Please note – The use of illegal substances will not be tolerated. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

17 – 25 Unacceptable  
Stop activity and make immediate 
improvements  
10 – 16 Tolerable  
Look to improve within specified  
timescale  
5-9 Adequate  
Look to improve at next review  

1-4 Acceptable  
No further action, but ensure 
controls are maintained  

Circle risk evaluation, if risk  
evaluation is ‘tolerable’ a  

POST ACCIDENT REVIEW OF RISK ASSESSMENT DATE: 
AMENDMENTS NECESSARY: YES NO SIGN: 
 
Risk Evaluation 

Catastrophic 5 10 15 20 25  

 
Major 4 8 12 16 20  

 
Moderate 3 6 9 12 15  

 
Minor 2 4 6 8 10  

 
Insignificant 1 2 3 4 5 

 
Very Unlikely Fairly Likely Very Likely 

unlikely Unlikely  
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Risk Assessment Format June 2009 
 

Safe System of Work must be 
produced  

 
 
 
When Should This Assessment Be Reviewed? 
1. Following an accident or incident 2. Prior to introducing new equipment 3. When changes are made to working practices 4. 
Changes are made to the environment  
Date: Date: Date: Date: Date: 
Sign: Sign: Sign: Sign: Sign: 
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CCTV Transcript – Audi Motor Vehicle 10/07/22 Wardour Street 

Date Time Camera Name Description of Footage 
10/07/22 19:36.13 Entrance 1 

(towards M&M) 
Audi Driver / Passenger seems to have a verbal 
altercation with yellow Rickshaw driver after turning 
from Coventry Street into Wardour Street  

10/07/22 19:36.25 Entrance 1 
(towards M&M) 

Rickshaw driver moves away and the Audi tries to go 
past 

10/07/22 19:36.29 Entrance 1 
(towards M&M) 

Rickshaw turns around and goes towards Leicester 
Square, a male in a black T-shirt steps out of the 
passenger door of the Audi vehicle to continue the 
verbal altercation with the rickshaw rider 

10/07/22 19:36.39 Entrance 1 
(towards M&M) 

Male in a white T-shirt steps out of the rear passenger 
side of the Audi Vehicle, the Drivers door also opens 
but the driver does not get out of the vehicle. 

10/07/22 19:36.48 Entrance 1 
(towards M&M) 

2 males get back into the Audi and all 3 doors close. 

10/07/22 19:36.54 Entrance 1 
(towards M&M) 

Male in rear passenger seat of Audi is hanging out of 
the window still arguing with rickshaw rider / 
passengers? 

10/07/22 19:37.14 Entrance 1 
(towards M&M) 

Male in rear passenger seat goes back into vehicle and 
the Audi starts reversing as to complete a 3 point turn 

10/07/22 19:37.21 Entrance 1 
(towards M&M) 

Audi reverses back as if to go back down Wardour 
Street and turns to the right slightly 

10/07/22 19:37.24 Entrance 1 
(towards M&M) 

The Rickshaw then does a complete U-turn to the 
right as if to come towards the hotel entrance 

10/07/22 19:37.30 Entrance 1 
(towards M&M) 

The rickshaw rider is still arguing with the Audi front 
passenger as he rides towards the hotel entrance 

10/07/22 19:37.33 Entrance 1 
(towards M&M) 

The Audi then turns the vehicle again and drives 
towards to hotel entrance as if to pursue the rickshaw 

10/07/22 19:37.38 Entrance 1 
(towards M&M) 

The Audi comes to a stop outside the hotel entrance 
and continues the verbal altercation with the rickshaw 
rider 

10/07/22 19:37.40 Entrance 1 
(towards M&M) 

The rickshaw rider comes back around and is now 
facing towards Leicester Square and the verbal 
altercation continues 

10/07/22 19:37.45 Entrance 1 
(towards M&M) 

The Audi reverses and turns the car to complete a 3 
point turn and go the other direction towards 
Leicester Square 

10/07/22 19:37.48 Entrance 1 
(towards M&M) 

The Audi collides with a parked dark colored VW 
vehicle 

10/07/22 19:37.50 Entrance 1 
(towards M&M) 

The Audi driver then continues to turn the vehicle 
around, a passenger from the rickshaw walks towards 
Leicester Square 

10/07/22 19:38.02 Entrance 1 
(towards M&M) 

The Audi speeds off towards Leicester Square and 
then goes out of camera view. 
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10/07/22 19:38.12  Entrance 1 
(towards M&M) 

The rickshaw passenger seems to cheer as the Audi is 
involved in an RTC 

10/07/22 19:38.15 Entrance 1 
(towards M&M) 

Large numbers of pedestrians run towards the RTC, 
this incudes 4 of the suspects who were outside the 
hotel at the time. 

10/07/22 19:38.29 Entrance 1 
(towards M&M) 

The rickshaw leaves the area 

10/07/22 19:38.43 Entrance 1 
(towards M&M) 

Police arrive on the corner of Coventry Street / 
Wardour Street 

10/07/22 19:40.32 Entrance 1 
(towards M&M) 

Suspects involved in incident at the hotel (later at 
22:30( arrived back at the entrance after looking at 
the RTC 
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CCTV Transcript – Potential Suspects Arriving 

Date Time Camera 
Name 

Description of Footage 

10/07/22 16:57.48 Front 
Right 

Suspect 1 – IC1 Male in patterned shirt (Versace), black shorts, sunglasses 
on head and dark brown hair. 

10/07/22 17:16.56 Front 
Right 

 the event Organizer comes to the entrance and greets 3 
males and lets them through. 
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Date Time Camera 
Name 

Description of Footage 

10/07/22 18:02.55 Front 
Right 

Suspect 2 – IC1 Male dressed in black T-Shirt, black Jeans, black trainers 
and short brown hair meets with Suspect 1. 
 

 
 

10/07/22 18:09.12 Front 
Right 

Suspect 3 – IC1 Male in animal print shirt, black shorts, black shoes and 
short dark hair beard and sunglasses on head meets with Suspect 1 &2  
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Date Time Camera 
Name 

Description of Footage 

10/07/22 18:12.06 Front 
Right 

Suspect 4 – ICI Male in grey t-shirt, dark Jeans, light colored trainers and 
light brown hair arrives and meets with Suspect, 1, 2 & 3 
 

 
10/07/22 18:12.24 Front 

Right 
Suspect 5 – arrives with Suspect 4, he is wearing a white T-shirt with 
(Palm Angels) writing down the spine, Dark trousers, dark trainers with 
white sole and dark short hair. He greets suspects 1, 2, 3  
 

 
10/07/22 18:14.21 Front 

Right 
All suspects along with 5 females make their way up to the bar where the 
event as taking place. 
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Date Time Camera 
Name 

Description of Footage 

10/07/22 18:26.20 Front 
Right 

Suspect 6 – IC1 Male with light colored Tie Dye t-shirt, dark shorts and 
white trainers.   
 

 
10/07/22 18:26.27 Front 

Right 
Suspect 7 – IC1 Male with checked polo shirt, 
light colored shorts, light colored trainers, short dark hair with white 
sunglasses on. 
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Date Time Camera 
Name 

Description of Footage 

10/07/22 18:26.37 Front 
Right 

Suspect 8 – IC1 Male wearing a white t-shirt, blue jeans, white trainers 
 

 
10/07/22 18:55.20 Front 

Right 
Suspect 9 – IC3 Male wearing black shirt, black shorts and light-colored 
trainers.  
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Date Time Camera 
Name 

Description of Footage 

10/07/22 18:55.23 Front 
Right 

Suspect 10 – IC3 Male wearing white t-shirt, black shorts, white trainers 
and is wearing sunglasses. 
 

 
10/07/22 20:08.46 Front 

Right 
Suspect 11 – IC3 male in a blue T-shirt (Palm Angels) across the back, 
Dark Trousers and short dark hair. 
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CCTV Transcript – Main Incident 

Date Time Camera Name Description of Footage 
10/07/22 22:20.18 Lounge 2 Security responds to a call in the toilets due to 

potential illegal substance use 
10/07/22 22:22.17 Lounge 2 IC1 Male (Suspect 7 in Arrival Transcript) comes 

out of toilets and is followed by security, he is 
asked to leave the premises 

10/07/22 22:23.24 Lounge 2 Security asks the DJ to stop the music 
10/07/22 22:23.38 Lounge 2 IC3 Male (Suspect 11 in Arrival Transcript) 

approaches and gets involved in the conversation 
with the Security Officer 

10/07/22 22:23.44 Lounge 2 Organizer -  is present where the 
situation is happening. It looks like he speaks to 
one of the males in the group and the security 
officer 

10/07/22 22:23.54 Lounge 2 Organizer  walks away from the 
group and IC3 Male (Suspect 11 in Arrival 
Transcript) can be seen gesticulating as he walks 
away 

10/07/22 22:25.48 Lounge 2  bar manager (Personal Licence 
Holder) speaks with Security and confirms the 
party is finishing 

10/07/22 22:26.10 Lounge 2 IC1 Male (Suspect 8 in Arrival Transcript) puts his 
hands on Security Officers neck. The Security 
Officer takes hold of the suspect’s arm and tries 
to move him towards the exit 

10/07/22 22:26.15 Lounge 2 There is a scuffle between Security and around 8-
10 males, all identified in the arrival transcript 

10/07/22 22:26.20 Lounge 2 IC1 Male (Suspect 8 in Arrival Transcript) slips and 
falls 

10/07/22 22:26.23 Lounge 2 Pushing and Scuffles continue between the 
groups of males and security 

10/07/22 22:26.34 Lounge 2 The situation briefly calms down and 3 security 
officers are now out of camera view 

10/07/22 22:27.52 Lounge 2 The pushing then starts again between the 
suspect males, security step in and the fighting 
starts. 

10/07/22 22:28.23 Lounge 2 IC1 Males (Suspect 3 & Suspect 5 in Arrival 
Transcript) are seen throwing items from behind 
the bar at the crowd fighting. 

10/07/22 22:28.23 Lounge 2 Security Officer Dominik slips and hits his face on 
the floor. 

10/07/22 22:28.30 Lounge 2 The Group fighting move towards the Fire Pit 
Area (Lounge Camera 4) 

10/07/22 22:28.34 Lounge 4 The crowd are slowly moving towards the Lifts. 
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10/07/22 22:29.39 Lounge 4  Fighting starts up again amongst the identified 
suspects. 2 of them fall into the Fire Pit area. 

10/07/22 22:29.43 Lounge 4 Security Officer  gets punched by IC1 Male 
(Suspect 6 in Arrival Transcript) 

10/07/22 22:29.44 Lounge 4 Security Officer  gets punched again by the 
same IC1 Male (Suspect 6 in Arrival Transcript) 

10/07/22 22:29.48 Lounge 4  Security officer  gets punched again by a 
different IC1 Male (Suspect 8 in Arrival Transcript) 

10/07/22 22:28.44 Runway The fighting amongst the 2 groups continues 
down the runway until they reach reception 

10/07/22 22:29.45 Reception Suspects start to arrive at the reception area 
10/07/22 22:29.38 1st Floor Lobby Sanitizer Station is knocked over  
10/07/22 22:29.51 1st Floor Lobby Pushing amongst the group of suspects 

continues,  
IC1 Male (Suspect 8 in Arrival Transcript) is 
pushed to the ground 

10/07/22 22:30.15 1st Floor Lobby IC1 Male (Suspect 8 in Arrival Transcript) is being 
held back by IC3 Male (Suspect11 in Arrival 
Transcript) 

10/07/22 22:31.37 1st Floor Lobby More pushing and arguing amongst the group 
and the IC1 Male (Suspect 8 in Arrival transcript) 
takes off his T-shirt and is again held back 

10/07/22 22:31.58 1st Floor Lobby The suspects start to make their way to the lifts 
10/07/22 22:32.14 1st Floor Lobby Fighting starts up again in front of the lifts, the 

main instigator seems to be the IC1 Male 
(Suspect 8 in Arrival Transcript) who is still bare 
chested 

10/07/22 22:32.19 1st Floor Lobby 2 Police arrive on the 01st floor and start assisting 
security to break up the fights 

10/07/22 22:32.30 1st Floor Lobby The fighting continues between various suspects, 
security & police continue to try and break it up 
and calm the situation 

10/07/22 22:32.34 1st floor Lobby As the fighting continues IC1 Males (Suspect 5 in 
Arrival Transcript) is seen throwing a Sanitizer 
unit towards the crowd with force. This seems to 
strike a Security Officer in the head 

10/07/22 22:32.42 1st Floor Lobby IC1 Male (Suspect 3 in Arrival Transcript) is seen 
throwing a Pen holder towards the crowd, 
Security puts his hand out to stop it 

10/07/22 22:32.47 1st Floor Lobby IC1 Male (Suspect 8 in Arrival Transcript) runs at 
IC1 Male (Suspect 4 in Arrival Transcript) and is 
punched to the ground by Suspect 4 

10/07/22 22:32.49 1st Floor Lobby Security Officer steps in and tried to restrain IC1 
Male (Suspect 8 in Arrival Transcript) due to the 
slippery floor the security officer and suspect fall 
to the floor. A second security officer steps in to 
assist 
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10/07/22 22:32.57 1st Floor Lobby One of the Police officers comes across to assist 
Security. A security officer kicks out at the 
suspect whilst on the floor 

10/07/22 22:33.01 1st Floor Lobby The Police Officer drops her baton during the 
tussle 

10/07/22 22:33.02 1ST Floor Lobby The Police Officer discharges her Pepper Spray 
hitting the security officer and the suspect 

10/07/22 22:33.06 1st Floor Lobby Whilst the police officer is grappling with IC1 
Male (Suspect 8 in Arrival Transcript) IC1 Male 
(Suspect 4 in Arrival Transcript) picks up the 
Police Officer’s baton and moves towards the lift 
area 

10/07/22 22:33.10 1st Floor Lobby IC1 Male (Suspect 4 in Arrival Transcript) strikes 
out at (Suspect 8 in Arrival Transcript) with the 
Baton who is being restrained by police officers 

10/07/22 22:33.18 1st Floor Lobby The Police retreat into the lift, IC1 Male (Suspect 
3 in Arrival Transcript) is again throwing items 
towards the lifts 

10/07/22 22:33.28 1st Floor Lobby IC1 Male (Suspect 3 in Arrival Transcript) is seen 
throwing a Welcome Desk sign into the lift where 
the Police are. 

10/07/22 22:33.53 1st Floor Lobby There is no further violence on the 1st floor and is 
calm. 

10/07/22 22:35.15 1st Floor Lobby 2 Further Police Officers arrive and at this point 
the atmosphere is much calmer. 

10/07/22 22:35.43 Security Office IC 1 Male (Suspect 7 in arrival transcript), IC3 
Male (Suspect 11 in arrival transcript) IC1 Male 
(Suspect 8 in arrival transcript) leave the hotel via 
the Fire Exit next to the Security Office 

10/07/22 22:36.00 1st Floor Lobby Suspects 1-4 are seen arguing amongst 
themselves as other guests make their way to the 
elevators. 
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Vetting Process External Promoter Events (Due Diligence) 

External 
Promoter 

MC & DBF 
Check Music 

Events Exec 
Event Details 

MC & DBF 
Check Social 

MC & DBF  
Check 

Industry 
Contacts 

Events Exec    
Issue Contract 

MC & DBF 
Monitor  

Social 

Reject as per 
availability, T&Cs 

Reject if Hip Hop, Drill, 
Rap, Hard House, etc. 

Reject if no experience, 
wrong content, wrong 
demographic, wrong  

previous venues 

Reject if bad reputation, 
previous problems, not 

recommended 

Reject if  inappropriate 
posts, stories, advertising, 

language 

DBF & Finance           
Set Up as Vendor 

Events Exec      
Books Security 
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Chalet London LTD
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10/05/2022
W London 

Page 1 of 6

Agreement between W LEICESTER SQUARE LIMITED trading as W LONDON and Chalet London LTD   

COMPANY : CHALET LONDON LTD   

57 SILVER HILL, 
SANDHURST , GU47 0QT 
UNITED KINGDOM

CONTACT :  

W LONDON LEICESTER SQUARE TRADING AS W 
LONDON

LEICESTER SQUARE
LONDON
W1D 6QF
UNITED KINGDOM

CONTACT: 

FOR EVENT Chalet London

This Agreement between Chalet London Ltd (“Group”) and W LEICESTER SQUARE LIMITED trading as W LONDON (“Hotel”) is
effective as of the date it is signed by Hotel (“Agreement Date”).  This Agreement must be signed and returned to Hotel accompanied by
the deposit stated below to confirm the Group event no later than the 20 May 2022.  However, if prior to the 20 May 2022 a third party
requests some or all of the event dates set out in this Agreement and is in a position to sign an agreement immediately with the Hotel, we
will advise Group in writing and Group will have 3 business days from the date of such notice to confirm the booking set out in this
Agreement by returning to the Hotel a signed Agreement and deposit failing which the Hotel may at its discretion and without any liability to
the Group enter instead into an agreement with the third party in respect of some or all of the Event Dates set out in this Agreement.

FUNCTION SPACE / SCHEDULE OF EVENTS:  This Agreement applies to the following events and function space:

DATE TIME EVENT FUNCTION SPACE SETUP STYLE ATT. RENTAL REV.
10/07/2022 16:00-00.00 Event The Perception Bar Excising 250 £1,500.00

Please note decorations are not allowed at the Perception Bar.
250 people maximum for the overall event. Guest list is required 72 hours prior

1 Host (provided by third party) will be at the ground floor and will work along with our security team for guest’s admission to the event

Dress code: Smart Casual (no sportswear, flip-flops or shorts)
Bag Searches and ID Checks are mandatory

The hotel holds the right to deny entrance or to finish the event early in case there is any breach of requirements.
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FUNCTION SPACE:  The Hotel reserves the right to reallocate function space in order to provide suitable accommodation of size and
quality for the event on the Event Dates. Due notice will be given in writing by the Hotel to Group of any change from the Function Room
specified in this Agreement should group numbers increase or decrease.

SET UP AND BREAKDOWN: The event set up/ break up will be arranged by Group under its responsibility and costs. These works will
give the least possible disturbance to the Hotel normal operations. Extra workers for porterage or technical assistance may be provided by
the Hotel at an additional cost (to be advised).

Please advise should you require access to the function room pre/post the event, in addition to the above timings, as this is not 
automatically guaranteed and may incur additional costs.

FUNCTION RATES

A discretionary service charge of 12.5% will be applied for all meeting packages and Food and Beverage spend.

SECURITY FEES
For events up to 200 people, 3 additional security at a total of £600 for the evening will be mandatory. 
For buyout events up to 250 attendees, 5 additional security at a total of £900 for the evening will be mandatory.

CLEANING FEE
For events up to 200 people, 2 additional cleaners at a total of £300 for the evening will be mandatory. 
For buyout events, up to 250 attendees, 4 additional cleaners at a total of £600 for the evening will be mandatory.

FINAL NUMBERS: Full details of the accommodation requirements must be finalised between Hotel and the Group in writing and will, 
on signature by or on behalf of the Group, become part of this Agreement. Group must notify Hotel in writing of all amendments to guest
numbers and/or other arrangements before this date. Reduction in the duration or contracted value of the booking will be subject to the 
Hotel’s attrition policy (if applicable) in this Agreement.  Billing will be based on contracted or actual numbers, whichever is greater. 
Final timings and rooming lists and any special requests must be confirmed to the Hotel at least 14 business days prior to the event.

FOOD & BEVERAGE:  Due to licensing requirements and for quality control, all food and beverage served at Hotel must be supplied and
prepared by Hotel.  Menu prices will be confirmed in writing by the hotel prior to the event. The following additional amounts will be added
to all food and beverage charges.  Food & Beverage charges include VAT at the prevailing rate. VAT increases will be automatically
applied.

ESTIMATED REVENUE*:  The revenue anticipated by Hotel under this Agreement including taxes and other charges is as follows:

Security Fees GBP    900.00
Cleaning Fees GBP    600.00
Total Estimated Revenue: GBP 1,500.00

*Subject to attrition/ cancellation

If Group cancels this Agreement, Group agrees that Hotel will suffer damages that will be payable by Group to the Hotel.  The amount
payable by the Group in such circumstances shall be the sum which represents the difference between the revenue actually paid by the
Group to the Hotel and the Total Estimated Revenue, minus attrition/cancellation allowance.

COMMISSION:

Commission is paid at 10% excluding VAT, on top of beverage items only. Commission is calculated from the event starting time until
finish.

Third Party is not allowed to bring any credit cards machine and to charge their clients directly during the event. Third Party Company is not
entitled to receive any extra margin of the event revenue. Food & Beverage offer will be according to the hotel’s current selection & prices.

Hotel will act as a payment intermediary and all payment must be done directly to the hotel. After the event, Third Party Company will
receive the agreed 10% commission based on the net revenue. Payment will be made up to 30 days after the event, once the third party
company is set-up as a vendor. 

If at any time during the event, Third Party Company breaches this agreement, Hotel holds the right to stop the commission payment.

PAYMENT
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Unless credit (Direct Billing) is established, Group will pay the estimated amount of the Master Account based on the deposit schedule
below.  Group will advise Hotel of its expected method of payment of the Master Account 90 days prior to arrival.  All services must be
100% prepaid 20 days prior to arrival.  

Please indicate your preferred payment method Bank Transfer. Please note cheques are no longer accepted as a method of payment.
Credit can only be applied for by registered companies within the UK and the “Group” booking is over £5,000.00, credit applications must
be received a minimum 4 weeks in advance.

All electronic wire transfers should be made to the attention of:

Bank: HSBC BANK PLC
Address: Regional Service Centre, Europe, 2nd Floor, 62-76 Park Street, London SE1 9WP
Account Name: W Leicester Square Limited
Account: 41307231
Sort code: 40-02-50
Swift code: MIDLGB22
IBAN code: GB72MIDL40025041307231

VAT Number 668 2996 68

In the unlikely event that the hotel’s bank account details change, the hotel will send you an official communication. If you receive any 
communication relating to changes to these details, we strongly recommend you contact your sales or event management contact by 
phone to verify the accuracy of the communication prior to making any payments. 

CREDIT CARD
Unless credit is established a credit card must be uploaded securely on an Electronic Credit Card Authorisation website, you will receive a
link to provide these details once the signed contract is received.  Your booking is not fully confirmed until a credit card to guarantee
payment is received.

DEPOSIT SCHEDULE:  The following deposits are due by Group as set out below.  Additional deposits may be required after the date 
of this Agreement if Group event charges increase or are not covered in this Agreement.

DEPOSIT % DEPOSIT REQ. DUE DATE
All 100 £1,500 01/07/2022

Summary £1,500 01/07/2022

Failure to make payment of any element of the deposit on the due date will result in the Hotel exercising its right to cancel the Agreement in
accordance with the cancellation provisions below.

Billing will be based on contracted and or actual numbers, whichever is the greater.  Full details of the timings, menus and any special
requests applicable to the functions must be confirmed by the Client to the Company seven days prior to the event and recorded on a
Banquet Event Order which will become part of this contract.

CANCELLATION: If Group cancels the booking, Group will provide written notice to Hotel, accompanied (except in the case of a Force 
Majeure) by payment of the cancellation charges indicated below. The parties agree that the amounts included in this cancellation 
clause are reasonable estimates of the losses that would be incurred by Hotel and factor in Hotel’s ability to mitigate its losses through 
resale. Any deposit payments by Group shall be deducted from any cancellation fee payable in accordance with this provision.

FROM THE AGREEMENT DATE CANCELLATION POLICY
Over 90 days  10% Total Food & Beverage agreed

 10% negotiated room hire
90-61 days prior to event  25% Total Food & Beverage agreed

 25% negotiated room hire
60–31 days prior to event  50% Total Food & Beverage agreed

 50% negotiated room hire
30-8  days prior to event  75% Total Food & Beverage agreed

 75% negotiated room hire
7-1  days prior to event  100% Total Food & Beverage agreed

 100% negotiated room hire
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The Hotel shall have the right to cancel the booking if the Group fails to pay any installment of the deposit on the due dates despite
receiving written notice to pay from the Hotel.  If the Hotel exercises its right to cancel the booking for failure to make payment the Group
shall be liable for the cancellation charges in respect of the booking calculated in accordance with the table set out above by reference to
the date from which the Hotel exercises its right to cancel.  In such circumstances credit will be given for any installments of the deposit
already received from the Group.

USE OF EVENT AND FUNCTION SPACE:  To protect the safety and security of all Hotel guests and property, Group will obtain Hotel’s
advance written approval before using items in event and function space that could create any danger or disturbance such as noise,
noxious odors or hazardous effects (e.g., loud music, smoke or fog machines, water features, dry ice, candles) and before engaging in any
activities outside of the reserved function rooms (e.g., registration table).   Group will obtain and produce to the Hotel at least 14 business
days prior to the Event any Fire Safety Certificates required by law and/or other health and safety reviews, audits and/or approvals.  Failure
to obtain any such prior written approval from the Hotel or to produce all such certificate and/or health and safety documentation will result
in the Hotel refusing use of any such items.  Group will pay any expenses incurred by Hotel as a result of such activity (even though
approved by the Hotel), such as resetting smoke or fire alarms or unusual cleanup costs.
Full details must be provided no less than 7 days prior to the event to enable the Hotel to obtain any special approvals, consents or
licenses. If any such consent, approval, or license is refused, the Group shall not bring the relevant item to the Hotel or (as appropriate)
allow the specific activity to take place.

The level of noise, especially that produced by Sound Equipment must be kept at a reasonable volume, exclusively determined by the 
Hotel.

All waste, e.g. packaging must NOT be left in the corridors and must be cleared from the Hotel as no storage can be offered.

Use of glues, adhesive materials, nails or hooks is forbidden. All of the bought-in structures are to be self-supporting. Any damages to 
the Hotel structure will be quantified and charged to Group. All materials used for the set-up must be fireproof or at least adequately 
treated with fire-attendants. The Group may be required to sign an additional Release of liability form.  If such displays, merchandise or 
exhibits are to be used, the Hotel’s prior written approval must be obtained and prior arrangements for their arrival, unloading, security 
and storage must be made with the Events Department.

SECURITY:  Hotel does not provide security in the event and function space and all personal property left in the event or function space is
at the sole risk of the owner.  Group will advise its attendees that they are responsible for safekeeping of their personal property.  For
evening events in the studios and at the Perception Bar, it is compulsory that there is security cover. 

ANCILLARY SERVICES:  Hotel may provide, or contract with third parties to provide, ancillary services (e.g. Audio-Visual, florists) to
Group for additional charges.  Upon prior written consent by Hotel, Group may use its own vendors for such services provided that Group’s
proposed vendors are notified to the Hotel and the Hotel in its absolute discretion deem such vendors to meet the minimum standards
established by Hotel, including insurance and indemnification requirements.  Group will inform Hotel of its decision to bring its own vendor
at least 60 days prior to 10 July 2022, and will sign, and have its vendor sign, the Hotel’s appropriate form of External Supplier Joinder at
least 45 days prior to 10 July 2022.  The limits on liability set out below shall not apply to any act or omission any third party ancillary service
provider engaged by the Group.

RELOCATION: Should the Group make significant changes to the program, in terms of numbers and/or dates, this may result in
amendments in the applicable rates and/or facilities offered by the Hotel in relation to the new criteria. 

This agreement may be cancelled by the Hotel without penalty or liability for a good reason, if in the sole discretion of the Hotel the
presence of the Group would pose a risk to the safety of the guests in the Hotel or the public at large or if for any reason whatsoever (such
as repair or refurbishment or damage due to fire) the facilities required for the event are unavailable on the date or dates of the Groups
booking and no other suitable facilities are available.

DISCLOSURE:  Group will be responsible for determining to whom it needs to disclose any terms of this Agreement, including any
commission or rebate that it may receive.  Group will disclose to all Group attendees the type and amount of all automatic and mandatory
charges that will be charged to them by Hotel. 

LAWS AND POLICIES:  Group will comply with all applicable laws, statutes, codes, ordinances, rules and regulations, including any
applicable Hotel policies. 

PRIVACY: Marriott International, Inc. (“Marriott”) is committed to complying with obligations applicable to Marriott under applicable privacy
and data protection laws, including to the extent applicable EU data protection laws.  Hotel shall comply with the then-current Marriott
Group Global Privacy Statement (the “Privacy Statement,” currently available at http://www.marriott.com/about/privacy.mi) with respect to
any personal data received under this Agreement.  

Without limiting the foregoing obligation, Hotel has implemented measures designed to: (1) provide notice to individuals about its collection
and use of their personal data, including through the Privacy Statement; (2) use such personal data only for legitimate business purposes;
(3) provide means by which individuals may request to review, correct, update, suppress, restrict or delete or port their personal data,
consistent with applicable law; (4) require any service providers with whom personal data is shared to protect the confidentiality and
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security of such data; and (5) use technical and organizational measures to protect personal data within its organization against
unauthorized or unlawful access, acquisition, use, disclosure, loss, or alteration.

Group will obtain all necessary rights and permissions prior to providing any personal data to Hotel, including all rights and permissions
required for Hotel, Hotel affiliates, and service providers to use and transfer the personal data to locations both within and outside the
point of collection (including to the United States) in accordance with Hotel’s privacy statement and applicable law.  Notwithstanding any
other provision, Hotel may use an individual’s own personal data to the extent directed by, consented to or requested by such individual.   

CONFIDENTIAL INFORMATION:  A party may have access to information of the other party that is marked as confidential or which, by its
nature or circumstances of disclosure, would reasonably be presumed to be confidential (“Confidential Information”). Both parties agree to
maintain the confidentiality of the Confidential Information and may only use the Confidential Information in connection with fulfilling its
obligations under this Agreement. Confidential Information will not include (1) information that is publicly available; (2) PII, which will be
handled by the parties in accordance with the “Privacy” provision above; or (3) information that is left or discarded in event rooms, public
spaces or guest rooms.

LIMITED LIABILITY:  Neither party will be liable to the other for any special, incidental, indirect, consequential, punitive or exemplary
damages, however caused, arising out of or relating to this Agreement. The entire liability of either party to the other party for any loss or
damage resulting from any claims arising out of this Agreement shall not exceed the greater of: (a) the aggregate fees and expenses paid
and payable to Hotel under this Agreement or (b) the amounts payable under any applicable insurance policies maintained by the liable
party; provided that the foregoing cap shall not apply to: (i) indemnification claims; (ii) claims for breach of confidentiality; (iii) claims for
bodily and personal injury, death, or tangible property damages; and (iv) damages caused by willful misconduct, gross negligence or
criminal acts.  None of the limits of liability or exclusions set out in this clause shall apply in respect of any liability arising out of any act or
omission of, or related to a breach by, any external third party ancillary service supplier.

INSURANCE:  Each party will maintain insurance sufficient to cover any claims or liabilities which may reasonably arise out of or relate to
its obligations under this Agreement and will provide evidence of such insurance upon request.

INDEMNIFICATION:  Each party will indemnify, defend and hold the other harmless from any loss, liability, costs or damages arising from
(i) actual or threatened claims by any third party resulting from its breach of this Agreement or (ii) negligence, gross negligence or
intentional misconduct of such party or its representatives or agents when acting within the scope of their employment or agency or (iii)
with respect to Group, the negligence, gross negligence or intentional misconduct of its conference delegates or other individuals
attending the function.   Neither party will be liable for punitive damages.

GOVERNING LAW AND DISPUTE RESOLUTION:  This Agreement shall be governed by, and construed and enforced by the laws of
England. In the event of a dispute between the parties in respect of this Agreement, the parties shall first attempt to resolve such dispute as
soon as practicable through good faith negotiation. Any dispute that cannot be resolved mutually through good faith negotiation shall be
referred to and resolved by binding arbitration under the rules of Arbitration of the International Chamber of Commerce. The arbitration
shall be conducted by one arbitrator. The place of arbitration shall be London, England and shall be conducted in the English language. 
The award and decision of the arbitrator shall be conclusive and binding on all parties, and judgment upon the award may be entered into
any court of competent jurisdiction. Notwithstanding the foregoing, any party to a dispute may at any time seek temporary or permanent
injunctive or other equitable relief. 

FORCE MAJEURE:  If acts of God or government authorities, natural disasters, or any other event  beyond a party’s reasonable control
make it illegal or impossible for such party to perform its obligations under this Agreement, such party may terminate this Agreement upon
written notice to the other party without further liability. For the avoidance of doubt, any deposit paid by Group before the event shall be
reimbursed in circumstances where the Hotel suffers the event of a force majeure and is unable to perform its obligations.

ASSIGNMENT:  Group may not assign or delegate its rights or duties under this Agreement without Hotel’s prior written approval.

NOTICE:  All notices, requested, approvals, demands and other communications required or permitted to be given under this Agreement
shall be in writing (which for the purposes of this Agreement shall not include e-mail) and to the address of the party first mentioned above.
Facsimile or electronic execution and delivery of this Agreement and all notices hereunder shall be legal, valid and binding execution and
delivery for all purposes.

SEVERABILITY:  If any provision of this Agreement or any part of any such provision is held to be invalid or unenforceable that provision
or the relevant part will be eliminated or limited to the minimum extent possible, and the remainder of the Agreement will have full force and
effect.

WAIVER:  If either party agrees to waive its right to enforce any term of this Agreement, it does not waive its right to enforce any other
terms of this Agreement nor to any future breach of that term.
This Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties, supersedes all other written and oral agreements between the
parties concerning its subject matter, and may not be amended except by a writing signed by Hotel and Group.

MARRIOTT BONVOY EVENTS
Approximately (10) business days after the conclusion of the Event (provided that the Event is not cancelled and Chalet London LTD has
otherwise complied with the material terms and conditions of this Agreement), the Hotel will either award Points or submit an award for airline
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miles to the Member(s) identified below.

Marriott Bonvoy Events program is not available in certain circumstances, including (1) for any government employee or official booking a
government event (U.S. government event or non-U.S. government event); for any employee of a state-owned or state-controlled entity
(“SOE”) booking an event on behalf of the SOE; or for any other planner or intermediary when booking an event on behalf of a non-U.S.
governmental entity or SOE.

GROUP MUST CHECK ONE OPTION BELOW:

The Contact (as identified on page 1 of this Agreement or the Authorized Signer of this Agreement) is eligible to receive Marriott Bonvoy
Points or airline miles

Member Name  _________________________

Bonvoy Program Member _____________________

If airline miles are desired instead of Marriott Bonvoy Points, please also provide:

Frequent flier airline miles account number __________________________

Airline Name ___________________

 
OR

The Contact (as identified on page 1 of this Agreement or the Authorized Signer of this Agreement) declines or is not eligible to receive
Marriott Bonvoy Points or airline miles and hereby waives the right to receive an award of Points or airline miles in connection with the
Event.   

The number of Points or airline miles to be awarded shall be determined pursuant to the Marriott Bonvoy Events Program Terms and
Conditions, as in effect at the time of award.  The Marriott Bonvoy Events Program Terms and Conditions are available on-line at
https://www.marriott.co.uk/loyalty/earn/rewarding-events.mi , and may be changed at the sole discretion of the Marriott Bonvoy Events
Program at any time and without notice.   

The individual(s) identified above to receive either Points or airline miles may not be changed without such individual(s)’ prior written
consent.   By inserting the airline mileage account information, the recipient elects to receive airline miles rather than Points.  All Marriott
Bonvoy Events Program Terms and Conditions apply. 

*Electronic selection – This may be done in Microsoft Word by double-clicking on the above unfilled box, choosing a blackened box, and
then clicking “Insert.” Alternatively, one can use the commands “Insert” and “Symbol,” choose the blackened box, and then click “Insert.”

ACCEPTED AND AGREED TO:
JORDAN PASQUALE  

ACCEPTED AND AGREED TO:
W LEICESTER SQUARE LIMITED TRADING AS W LONDON 

By: By: E-Signed : 05/19/2022 06:53 AM CST

IP: 167.98.166.84
DocID: 20220519035007664
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E-Signed : 05/19/2022 05:59 AM CST

info@chaletlondon.co.uk
IP: 151.230.116.219
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In the Westminster Licensing Sub-Committee 

In the Matter of an Expedited Review 

W Hotel Leicester Square 

Westminster 

London 

WITNESS STATEMENT OF  

1. I am the above named person and I am employed as a Duty Security Officer at W Hotel

London and have been so since December 2021.  On the 10th July 2022, I was scheduled to

work from 16:00 – close of the event.

2. The arrival of guests was very quiet from the very beginning, between 17:00 – 18:00 it was

a steady pace and then got busier between 18:00 – 20:00. The host was due to leave her

position at 19:00 but this was extended by the organiser due to the slow arrival. We closed

the entrance at 21:00 and refused re-entry after this time.

3. I would say there were around 140 guests in total this would have included in house guests

using the lounge bar.

4. Shortly after we closed the door around 21:15  called me up to the 1st

floor as he had caught people potentially taking drugs.  He thought that they had managed

to flush whatever it was before we had a chance to confirm.  Their behaviour was suspicious

and so we told them they must leave the premises; they cooperated and left the premises

straight away.
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5. The second situation started around 22:20,  called again for assistance in the toilets 

on the 1st floor.  When I arrived there were 3 males and 2 security officers already in the 

toilets. I asked what the issue was,  informed me he thought the 3 males were in 

one cubicle and when he opened the door, the males dropped whatever they had in the toilet 

and flushed it.  We asked them to leave the premises and at first they refused, we said we 

would call the police if they did not leave the premises.  One of the males wearing a checked 

shirt, shorts and light-coloured trainers said he would collect his phone and leave the 

premises.  He went back to his table and instead of collecting his phone he continued to chat 

to his friend. 

 

6. At this point I asked  to go to the Welcome Desk and call the police to assist us as 

 was trying to get them to leave and they were ignoring him.  The male 

wearing the checked polo shirt came to me to intimidate me and I had to push him away.  

After that I spoke to  the bar manager and said we should shut the event down.  

At this point I informed one of the officers to turn the music off but can’t remember who.  

When the music was stopped the organiser came to me and complained we had ruined his 

“vibe”.  I explained why we were shutting down the event.  

 

7. At this point the fight started and I could see  was in the middle, it was around 10 

people in total.  I asked  again to call the police as we needed assistance.  I tried to get 

 out of the middle of the fight and I was then hit in the shoulder by a bottle that was 

thrown from the bar, I slipped and hit my right eyebrow on the floor causing injury.  After 

I hit my head things were a bit blurry and the next time I remember is being by the lifts 

where the incident was still going on.  I remember someone trying to throw the sanitiser unit 

and move a sofa. One of the metal welcome desk signs was thrown past my head. 

 

8. The police arrived and  was sprayed with Pepper spray, I took him towards 

the staff toilets to wash his eyes out. I came back to the bar area and there was 3 people there 

and I escorted them out of the fire exit, they were not involved in the incident. 

 

9. When I came back from the fire exit Aaron was having a panic attack, so I took him to the 

toilet and splashed water on his face, the police then returned to the bar and there were more 
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of them. I then went and spoke to my girlfriend to let her know I was ok.  I then went to the 

Fire Pit and was seen by a paramedic. 

 

10. I have been asked if there were any guests wearing ankle tags, there was one male who 

arrived early on and left the premises after 20 – 30 minutes and did not return. 

 

 

………………………………     …………………… 

      Date 
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In the Westminster Licensing Sub-Committee 

In the Matter of an Expedited Review 

W Hotel Leicester Square 

Westminster 

London 

WITNESS STATEMENT OF  

1. I am the above named person and I am employed as Bar Supervisor at W Hotel London and

have been so for 5 Months.

2. On the 10/07/22 I was on duty as bar supervisor, there were around 10 staff working that

evening. The event was a private booking called Chalet, we were all briefed on the situation.

3. I was scheduled to work from 17:00, an hour after the event started, when I arrived there

was around 25 people in the events area for that party.  Between 19:00 – 20:00 it started to

pick up, there were now around 80 guests in the bar as part of the party.

4. When the majority of guests started to arrive, I had no initial concerns with the crowd. At

around 21:00 I saw a shift in attitude and guests were visiting the toilets more frequently. I

spoke to Security and raised this concern and asked them to check the toilets more

frequently.

5. At around 22:20 I saw  escorting one male from the toilets, he was asked to

leave the premises. A few other customers got involved and questioned security’s decision.

Security tried to physically remove the male, he pushed them out of the way. 

 shut down the music and then the organiser approached  asking what is

going on.

6. From then on some of the customers got physical and fighting started.
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7. When the fighting started Myself and  removed all bottles from the floor and the 

team behind the bar removed any bottles that could have been thrown. 

 

8. I assisted  who had been injured. 

 

9. Around 10 minutes after the fighting started the police arrived and things had calmed down. 

 

 

………………………………     ………………………. 

       DATE 
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7. We managed move two key protagonists away from the epicentre and moved them 

towards the lobby and the lifts and things have calmed down a bit. But the incident 

picked up again and guests began fighting each other as well as our security.  

 

8. At some point, and as soon as I was practically able, I asked the hotel’s desk personnel 

to call the police and speak to a police officer outside. 

 

9. About 5 minutes after asking for help from the police, two police officers arrived in the 

lobby and tried to calm people.  Shortly after that around 10:35pm another 10-15 police 

officers arrived at the scene and things had calmed down by then. 

 

10. To summarise the events of the night, the entire fight started from nowhere.  We 

escorted multiple people out of the venue earlier in the night for suspected drug use but 

on the last occasion guests got unexpectedly aggressive and did not want to accept the 

fact that they had done something wrong.  Even the organiser made a comment at the 

end of incident that one of the guests had told him: “so people were doing drugs, big 

deal.. it happens. It’s normal.” Then the guest decided to blame security and 

management for not tolerating this type of illegal behaviour. 

 

11. I have never experienced an incident like this in the W Hotel. It was of a wholly 

different magnitude to anything I had witnessed before.  The hotel has a zero tolerance 

approach to illicit drug use.  The events of 10 July did not represent the usual 

atmosphere of the Perception Bar in my experience. The bar is a smart, trendy 
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W Hotel 

10 Wardour Street, London, W1D 6QF. 

Report for Licensing Hearing 
By 

Adrian Studd, Independent Licensing Consultant. 

Introduction & Summary of Conclusions. 

1. I have been instructed by Marcus Lavell, solicitor, of Keystone Law in connection with

the review of the licence at W Hotel, 10 Wardour Street, London, W1D 6QF. The

premises is a five-star luxury hotel in Soho and houses the Perception Bar on the first

floor.

2. The Perception Bar and W lounge are available to residents and usually open to non-

residents, although at present restrictions following the expedited review hearing on

Wednesday 20th July 2022 restrict the sale of alcohol to hotel guests and up to 4 bona

fide guests of each resident.

3. Prior to the interim steps being imposed the bar regularly had music and dancing,

available to residents and non-residents, on a Friday and Saturday nights. The nights

were fully managed by the hotel management team and music was provided, and DJ’s

employed, by Jakki Degg, the hotel music curator. There have been no issues of concern

at these nights.

4. The bar also hosted pre-booked internally organised functions, again fully managed by

the hotel management and staff, who retained full control over what took place, the

music played and guest list. There have been no issues of concern at these functions.

5. In addition to the regular music and dance nights and organised functions the Perception

Bar also hosted ‘promoted events’. These promoted events, common in many licensed
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bars and clubs, take the form of events that are organised by an external promoter, who 

is also responsible for the music choices and DJ and selling the tickets. These promoted 

events result in the premises management giving up much of their control over the event 

and, in my experience, are commonly the events that will result in crime and disorder. 

 
6. It was a promoted event that resulted in the disorder on Sunday 10th July 2022 that 

resulted in this rview and a promoted event that resulted in, what is to my knowledge, 

the only other incident of crime and disorder at the premises at a promoted event earlier 

this year on 2nd April. 

 
7. It follows, in my professional opinion, that the principal “cause of the concerns” 

that led to the summary review being launched (to cite paragraph 11.20 of the 

s.182 Guidance to the Licensing Act 2003) was the hotel permitting externally 

promoted events to take place in the Perception Bar. Therefore, the appropriate 

and proportionate primary response to promote the licensing objectives would be 

for the W hotel not to entertain externally promoted events in the future. 

 
Summary of expertise – Adrian Studd. 

 
8. I retired from the police service on 2nd November 2012 having completed 31 years 

exemplary service with the Metropolitan Police in London. Between January 2012 and 

my retirement, I was employed as the Chief Inspector in charge of licensing for the 

London Olympic Games 2012. In this role, I headed up a team of officers with 

responsibility for supervision of licensing compliance at all the Olympic venues, 

including the Olympic Park. In addition, I was responsible for ensuring that any 

associated events were properly licensed, sufficiently staffed and operated in 

accordance with the licensing legislation and best practice in order to ensure the safe 

and effective delivery of the Olympic Games. 

 

9. In addition to leading my team, I visited and worked with both the Olympic Park 

management and many other venues, reviewing their policies and procedures and 

ensuring that the Games were delivered safely and securely. The success of this 

operation not only protected the reputation of the MPS but provided positive benefits 

for the profile of the MPS and the United Kingdom. I was awarded an Assistant 

Commissioners Commendation for this work. 
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10. Prior to this role, between January 2002 and January 2012, I was employed first as an 

Inspector and then as a Chief Inspector on the MPS Clubs and Vice Unit (Now SCD9 

Serious and Organised crime command). My responsibilities over this period focussed 

on licensing and included day to day supervision of the licensing team that had a 

London wide remit to support the Boroughs with licensing activity. 

 

11. Providing both Overt and Covert support for policing problem licensed premises across 

London, my team worked with premises when licensing issues were identified, to 

address these problems through the use of action plans in order to raise their standards. 

Where this failed, I would support the Boroughs with evidence for use at review 

hearings if required. I devised and implemented the MPS strategy 'Safe and Sound' 

which seeks to improve the safety of customers at licensed premises by reducing violent 

and other crime, in particular gun crime and the most serious violence. I also developed 

the Promoters Forum and risk assessment process, and together these initiatives 

contributed to an overall reduction in violence in London of 5% and of the most serious 

violence and gun crime at licensed premises by 20% whilst I was there. 

 

12. From 2004 until 2008, my role included representing the MPS and ACPO licensing 

lead both in London and Nationally. In this role, I developed key partnerships with 

industry, NGOs and Government departments in order to improve the standards at 

licensed premises. I sat on the BII working party and helped develop the national 

training for Door Supervisors and worked with the SIA to successfully introduce the 

new regime within London. I sat on several Government working parties and worked 

closely with the alcohol harm reduction team on identifying best practice and ensuring 

this was used both within London and nationally by police and local authorities. 

 

13. I was involved with Best Bar None for several years and successfully helped several 

boroughs to implement the initiative. I was a trained Purple Flag and Best Bar none 

assessor and, until my retirement, I sat on the Board for Best Bar None in the Royal 

Borough of Kensington and Chelsea. For the last five years of my service, I was in 

charge of licensing for the Notting Hill Carnival, the largest street carnival in Europe. 

During this time, I contributed to a reduction in violence overall at the Carnival and 

delivered increased seizures of illegal alcohol, reduction of unlicensed alcohol sales and 
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a reduction in alcohol related violence. In addition to the above, I have attended many 

internal MPS training and qualification courses, and I am trained in conducting health 

and safety risk assessments and hold the National Certificate for Licensing 

Practitioners, issued by the British Institute of Inn keeping (BII). 

 

14. Following my retirement, I set up a licensing consultancy to improve standards and 

provide independent advice for premises requiring a local authority licence. Since then, 

I have provided evidence gathering services and advice to a broad range of licensed 

premises on a variety of issues, including crime and disorder, cumulative impact, sexual 

entertainment, street drinking, rough sleepers, age related products, betting and gaming 

and planning. This work has involved premises that benefit from licences for activities 

such as alcohol on and off licences, betting premises licences, SEV licences and late-

night refreshment. I have provided expert witness evidence at both local authority and 

appeal court hearings. 

 
Premises Inspection. 

 
15. I attended the premises on Tuesday the 26th July 2022 and met with a number of the 

hotel senior management team including  the Multi-Property General 

Manager,  and  the bar manager. I also attended a meeting 

with hotel senior management and police on Thursday the 28th of July 2022. 

 

16. On arrival at the hotel on 26th July I was greeted by a host who explained that only 

residents were currently permitted into the hotel, I explained the purpose of me 

attending the hotel and  was called to meet me in the foyer. 

 

17. It was explained to me that due to the interim steps condition restricting the sale of 

alcohol to residents and up to 4 bone fide guests of each resident only residents were 

permitted to enter the hotel: This ensures that the condition is fully complied with and 

is good practice demonstrating a responsible approach to the current situation. This 

approach was reinforced during my meeting where it was clear to me that the 

management were genuinely concerned about the incident that had taken place and 

determined to ensure that no similar incident could occur in the future.  
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18. With  I went through the documentation from the night of the event and 

the incident, and the CCTV and I inspected the lounge and bar area where the event 

took place. It is attractively furnished with high quality fittings and furnishings. I 

inspected the toilets and thoroughly swabbed them with cocaine wipes but could find 

no trace of cocaine anywhere. I had not put the management on notice I would be 

carrying out the swab tests. Although, of course, the toilets are regularly cleaned it is 

my experience that cocaine residue remains even after cleaning, and it is common for 

me to find traces even after some time and extensive cleaning. These results add strong 

support to the suggestion that, unlike many similar venues in central London, cocaine 

use is probably not endemic in the toilet area of the hotel bar and the evidence of drug 

use by customers on the night of 10 July 2022 was out of character for the venue. 

 
19. I was advised that during the event that led to the review all drinks had been dispensed 

in polycarbonate drinking vessels, which is best practice. However there were small 

bottles of syrups on the bar, and I advised that these should be removed during events 

to prevent them being picked up and used as weapons. Overall I found the space to be 

attractively and expensively furnished in a style suitable for a five-star hotel bar that 

provides food and drinks in a relaxed environment and also has music and dancing. 

 
20. The W hotel predominately provides a hotel bar environment with music and dancing 

on a Friday and Saturday night. These nights are curated by the hotel’s music curator 

 and use DJ’s directly engaged by the hotel. Those attending are generally 

hotel residents and guests of non-residents although outsiders are also permitted to 

enter. On these nights the events are not promoted externally by an independent event 

promoter. The hotel retains full control over the music, DJ’s and those attending. This 

is in contrast to a promoted event where to a significant extent control is handed over 

to the promoter who invites guests, engages DJ’s and has, too an extent, control over 

the music played. There have been no significant incidents involving customers at any 

of these internal events. 

 
21. In my experience promoted events pose a much higher risk to a premises than internally 

organised nights. In effect the premises hands over significant management, and 

therefore control, of the event control to the promoter but the premises retains all the 

responsibility if something goes wrong. As in this case, if it all goes wrong the premises 

management is left to sort it out while the promoter is free to move on to another 
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premises.  

 
Review of incident. 

 
22. The incident occurred on the night of 10th July 2022 during a promoted event that was 

held at the premises by the promoter ‘Chaletlondon’. I have reviewed the CCTV 

footage from the night of the incident, the review application papers submitted by 

police, and seen various reports including the Licensing Sub-Committee’s summary of 

the review application and the Interim Steps decision. 

 

23. Prior to the event taking place the hotel management conducted a risk assessment 

without concerns becoming known. The hotel holds a considerable number of promoted 

events and has an established risk assessment process; there are many examples of 

events not being taken on if the assessment is that it presents an unacceptable risk. 

‘Chaletlondon’ had held a previous event at the W Hotel that passed off without 

incident. Overall the premises demonstrated due diligence prior to agreeing to the event. 

 

24. The CCTV shows that the event was not crowded and earlier in the evening was good 

natured. As the evening wears on it becomes evident that some individuals are visiting 

the toilets more often than would be expected (the suspicion being they are taking 

drugs) and door supervisors deal with this, including ejecting a male from the premises. 

 
25. There is a high level of security at the event with a total of six (6) SIA door supervisors 

employed, including the two regular hotel security guards and an additional four (4) 

specifically employed for the night and supplied by an external SIA provider. With the 

numbers attending, 114 had been clicked in and some had left, there were 

approximately 80 still present during the disturbance. The SIA provision significantly 

exceeded the industry guidelines of 1 SIA per 100 people. 

 
26. During the course of the evening the frequency at which males attended the toilets 

raised concern with security and staff. It was the hotel’s pro-active and responsible 

detection of the potential drug issue that eventually led to the incident taking place. This 

was undoubtedly a serious incident, however, there are a number of areas where further 

investigation has now identified more detail than previously known and enables more 

informed decision making. 
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27. The core of the disturbance involved a small number of  males, not the 30 or 40 initially 

thought by police to have been taking part. Drinks were served in polycarbonate vessels, 

although some glasses were in use by residents in the lounge area and while some of 

those involved in the disturbance did grab a couple of small syrup bottles (200ml) from 

the bar and throw them there is no evidence of bottles of drink being wielded. 

 
28. It is stated in the summary review application that “the number of injuries to grievous 

bodily harm level requiring hospitalisation was significant and this is an active 

investigation with multiple suspects still outstanding.” From the information I have 

there were no injuries that amount to a Grievous Bodily Harm injury, which is defined 

as ‘really serious bodily harm’ such as broken limbs or life changing injuries. 

 
29. It appears that two door supervisors had cuts that required gluing at hospital but did not 

require stitches or being kept in hospital. They were taken to hospital by taxi as 

ambulances were not available when the extent of their injuries was disclosed to 

ambulance control. I am not aware of any other injured parties. 

 
30. On arrival the two police officers who attended the incident were confronted with the 

door supervisors struggling to contain the individuals involved in the disturbance 

immediately as they left the lift. Those two officers were unable to contain the situation 

so withdrew until more officers arrived, by which time it appears the disorder was 

largely over, and the males concerned were making their escape from the bar. 

 
31. Police requested that the area be cordoned off and preserved for forensic examination. 

This was done by the hotel staff but as far as I am aware no forensic examination was 

completed and there has been no further criminal investigation. 

 
32. It was stated at the review hearing that police radios did not work on the first floor of 

the hotel during the incident. As far as I am aware police radios use the mobile phone 

network and this is the same as the hotel security radios. These radios work on the first 

floor as do mobile phones according to my tests so it is difficult to understand why one, 

or some, of the police radios did not appear to work properly during the incident. If this 

is the case, I have confirmed with the hotel management that they are happy to work 

with police to resolve this, if necessary by boosting the mobile phone signal if this is 

technically possible. 
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33. Criticism was levelled at the previous DPS for not being present at the premises at the 

time of the incident. It is a matter of fact that a premises can only have one DPS and it 

is not possible, at any premises that operates for more than a few hours a day, for the 

individual to be present at all times. The hotel is open 24 hours a day and has extensive 

licensed hours and it is therefore entirely reasonable that the DPS, who was present at 

the start of the evening, to hand over responsibility to a suitable deputy. 

 
34. This is what took place on this occasion. The event was going smoothly with no 

indication that anything was going to go wrong so at about 8.30pm the DPS handed 

over to his deputy, a personal licence holder. The DPS left the hotel and went home but 

only lives a few minutes from the hotel. When the incident took place, he was contacted 

and was able to return to the premises within about 10 minutes. 

 
35. The picture that has now emerged, some 3 weeks after the incident and with the benefit 

of time to gather evidence and review the CCTV, is considerably different to that 

presented to the licensing sub-committee by police on 20th July. This evidence does not 

exonerate the premises but does show it was less serious than initially feared and gives 

a clearer picture of what took place. 

 
 

 

Conclusions. 

 

36. Some of the details of this incident were unclear at the initial interim steps review 

hearing and understandably the ‘worst case scenario’ was considered. Through 

investigation the incident is now better understood, a more accurate picture has 

emerged, and a proportionate and effective response has been proposed. Initially the 

numbers involved, and injuries sustained were feared to be very serious, thankfully it 

has now been shown this is not the case. 

 

37. However, the incident has highlighted weaknesses in the management of this externally 

promoted event and areas where change and improvement are required. The licensing 

sub-committee stated at the interim steps hearing that they were concerned that the hotel 

had insufficient control over the booking and management of promoted events. I agree 
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with this assessment. 

 
38. It is a feature of all promoted events that the premises hands over a large element of 

control to the promoter who brings in their own DJ’s, have control over the music 

played and manage the guest list. The promoter has little responsibility as the premises 

management remains responsible for ensuring that the event fully promotes the 

licensing objectives. If it goes wrong the promoter walks away and moves on to the 

next venue, the premises management is left to pick up the pieces. 

 
39. For this reason Promoted events need to be treated with extreme caution and many 

venues avoid them altogether. It is notable that the only other event that has led to a 

licensing incident at the W hotel was during a previous promoted event on 2nd April 

2022, promoted by a different promoter, where one female assaulted another customer 

with an ice bucket after a personal dispute. 

 
40. Following the April incident a comprehensive review was undertaken by the premises, 

in consultation with police, and a number of measures were implemented via an agreed 

action plan. The actions included discontinuing any further use of the hotel by the 

promoter Allsorts, replacing the security provider with Armatus who provided security 

for Grosvenor House Hotel, earlier intervention by the security to prevent incidents 

escalating and clearing tables of any objects that could be used in the event of disorder. 

The police thanked the hotel for their work on this action plan. 

 
41. Whilst in most cases two incidents in the course of a year at a  large licensed venue on 

Leicester Square would not, objectively, be considered by police as a disproportionate 

level of crime and disorder, for a hotel of W’s reputation these are two incidents too 

many. It is clear to me that the senior management recognise this and will do whatever 

is required to prevent any repetition 

 
42. In my view this current incident highlights that it is not appropriate to hold externally 

promoted events at W Hotel in the future other than in exceptional circumstances and 

then only if agreed with police, in writing, in advance. It is a high end, expensively 

furnished hotel bar run by an experienced and effective team that manage the Perception 

Bar to a high standard while it operates their regular bar and music and dancing offering. 

This safely includes residents and non-residents in the relaxed bar environment fully 
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managed by the hotel. 

 
43. To ensure these nights run in the relaxed, lounge style required the hotel has a ‘Music 

Curator’ who is responsible on all the regular nights for ensuring that the music is 

appropriate to the audience and premises, for example it doesn’t unnecessarily hype up 

the customers, and that the DJ’s are managed, and the premises operate in a way that 

supports the licensing objectives. Managing promoted events requires different skills 

and a different environment. To repeat a point made earlier, these internal events have 

not caused any issues in the past and are unlikely to do so in the future. 

 
44.  has been replaced as DPS with  who was present at my 

meeting with hotel management and police. She was the food and beverage director at 

the prestigious sister hotel at Grosvenor House. I am satisfied that she has the relevant 

knowledge and experience to effectively fill the role until a suitable new permanent 

DPS is recruited. 

 
45. It is my view that the premises can be permitted to reopen subject to additional 

conditions that will ensure that promoted events do not routinely take place, and cannot 

take place, without written agreement in advance from police. 

 
46. The wording of the conditions is subject to further discussion and is to be agreed with 

the police and local authority. They are aimed at ensuring the hotel cannot have 

promoted events, without the police agreement stated above, but can continue to operate 

the Perception bar and W lounge as it has done up until now without incident. 

 
47. Proposed wording of conditions: 

1. Unless the police agree otherwise in writing in relation to a particular event, there 

shall be no externally promoted events*. 

 

*An “externally promoted event” is an event involving music and dancing where the 

event is promoted to the general public by someone other than the licence holder. 

 

2. Unless the police agree otherwise in writing, at any internal events* the licence 

holder shall: 
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a) Prepare a full written risk assessment which must be signed off by the DPS or 

another member of the senior management team. The risk assessment shall include a 

record of due diligence carried out by the licence holder on the proposed user of the 

venue. A copy of the risk assessment must be made available upon request to police 

officers or authorised officers of the Council; 

 

b) Employ SIA door supervisors in line with the risk assessment supplied by a 

company with Approved Contractor Status with the SIA; 

 

c) Ensure the toilets are monitored to deter illegal drug use; 

 

d) Ensure the DPS or a nominated deputy holding a personal licence and employed by 

the licence holder is present throughout the event. 

 

*An “internal event” is a pre-booked event or function involving music and dancing 

where alcohol is sold. 

 

 
48. I am confident that the addition of these conditions is sufficient to ensure that in the 

future the premises will operate to a high standard fully supporting the licensing 

objectives. 

 

I understand that my duty is to the sub-committee and this report has been 

prepared in compliance with that duty. All matters relevant to the issues on which 

my expert evidence is given have been included in this report. I believe the facts I 

state in this report to be honest and true and that the opinions I have expressed are 

correct to the best of my judgment. The fee for this report is not conditional on the 

outcome of the case in any way whatsoever. 

 

Adrian Studd, 

Independent Licensing Consultant. 

02/08/2022. 
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Appendix 7 
 

 
Licence and Appeal History 

 
Premises licence history 
 

Application Details of Application Date Determined Decision 
 

09/05972/LIPN New premises licence 16.10.2009 Granted by 
Licensing Sub-
Committee 

10/03079/LIPDPS Variation of DPS 14.05.2010 Granted under 
delegated 
authority 

10/06497/LIPVM Minor variation – change of 
layout 
 

17.09.2010 Granted under 
delegated 
authority 

11/10418/LIPDPS 
 

Variation of DPS 07.11.2011 Granted under 
delegated 
authority 

14/01419/LIPDPS Variation of DPS 03.03.2014 Granted under 
delegated 
authority 
 

15/01674/LIPVM Minor variation – change of 
layout 
 

26.03.2015 Granted under 
delegated 
authority 

15/10163/LIPVM 
 

Minor variation – change of 
layout 

26.11.2015 Granted under 
delegated 
authority 

16/03578/LIPN 
 

New premises licence in 
respect of the restaurant 
within the hotel.  
 

 Granted by 
Licensing Sub-
Committee 

17/08489/LIPVM Minor variation – change of 
layout 

21.08.2017 
 

Granted under 
delegated 
authority 

17/11814/LIPDPS Variation of DPS 03.11.2017 Granted under 
delegated 
authority 

 
There is also a separate premises licence in respect of the restaurant at the 
premises, which currently trades as Burger and Lobster (Licence No: 
21/13272/LIPDPS) 

 
There is no appeal history for the premises. 
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